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Maryville Top Shop
Is a Family Affair
Since 1986

F

or Fred Walker, being born
into his uncle’s plumbing and electrical supply
business during the 1950s was a
blessing. Little did he know at the
time, that his early introduction
into the business world would
give him a head-start on building his business savvy and give
him the confidence to become
a super risk-taker. Years later,
in the 1980s, this savvy would
lead him into a partnership with
his dad, Carlis Walker, in a business called Maryville Wholesale
Supply Company, located in
Maryville, Tennessee.
Fred also became a builder,
working throughout the Maryville
(Blount County) area, and he
used his Maryville Wholesale
Supply connection to supply his
homes with cabinets, electrical
and plumbing supplies. To get
countertops, however, he had a
half-hour trip to Knoxville, which
eventually led to the beginning
of Maryville Top Shop, recalled
Fred. “We started Maryville Top
Shop in 1986, so we did not have
to drive to Knoxville to pick
up our countertops. We could
get them right here in Blount
County.”
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The Art of What’s Possible
The original shop location was
in a 3,000 square foot building where cabinets and laminate countertops were built using
older equipment, explained Fred.
“When my wife, Carolyn, came
on, we started growing this company, because two local solid surface shops and one laminate shop
had gone out of business over a
six year period, and I was able to
acquire their machinery.”
The company, now in its second iteration and very close to
the original location, thrives in a
much larger space. However, it
would be a few years before stone
was on the menu, continued Fred.
“At first, we did not fabricate natural stone, and I had no experience with it. We didn’t even have
the water necessary. We were a
woodworking shop, and, yes, I
had been building houses and installing countertops most of my
life, but that had nothing to do
with stone.”
As fate would have it, Maryville
Top Shop had taken on a commercial job in 2008, doing the
millwork for a bank in Knoxville,
explained Fred. “In the teller section, the countertops had been
spec’d for quartz, and since we
had been using LG Solid Surface
material, I thought that surely LG
would sell me some quartz!” Fred
then saw an ad for a school in
Mesa, Arizona that taught stone
fabrication, he continued. “They
taught me how to do stone in 110
degree heat in an outdoor shop,
and took me to Daltile and other
wholesalers to teach me how to
buy slabs. So I came back, spent

Carolyn, Fred and Trey Walker have redefined what it means to
be a family business in the stone industry.Their business serves
the Knoxville-Maryville-Alcoa,Tennessee area, since 1986.

about $30,000 on hand tools and
racks and equipment, and we did
that bank job. That was our first
job in stone. Then, when our laminate customers came in and saw
that we were just starting to fabricate stone countertops, they
started buying them from us.”
In those early days, fabrication was performed using a
Blue Ripper Junior rail saw and
right-angle tools for shaping

and polishing, sold to them by
Braxton-Bragg (BBI), said Fred.
“We used that Blue Ripper for
five years, and I was proud and
happy when I stepped up and got
a Blue Ripper Senior and a RYECorp Fab King.”
By 2015, sales had increased
to the point where a higher level
of production was needed. First
on the list would be a Denver

Unika5, a 5-axis, dual table CNC/
saw that immediately put more
giddy-up into Top Shop’s production. After that, they added
a Husky bridge saw, and in the
last two years, business has increased to the point where they
added three Northwood Machine
routers. Each Northwood router
is serviced by its own jib crane,
while a 3-axis overhead crane
transports slabs into the shop, and
to the Denver and Husky saws.
Please turn to page 2
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Continued from page 1

Current job output averages
1,200 to 2,000 square feet per
week. The company keeps an average of 600 slabs in stock at all
times, and sales are 10 percent
quartz, 10 percent quartzite, 15
percent marble, 1 percent soapstone, with the largest percentage
being granite.
Maryville Top Shop’s radius of
service reaches two hours drive
time in all directions, serving
mostly an upscale residential clientele. To accomplish this, the
team members, not including family, total 25 very dedicated folks,
and breaks out to four to six installers, six stone fabricators, two
cabinet designers, three sales personnel who focus on stone, laminate countertops and cabinets.
According to Fred, 50 percent
of their clientele are builders, with
the other 50 percent being walkins. Most are repeat customers
or from word-of-mouth referrals,

said Fred, adding, “We are on
a main highway to the Smoky
Mountains, and people drive by
and see the slabs and come in.
Additionally, going to Brazil with
the Stone Fabricators Alliance
in 2015, helped us tremendously
in selecting the best exotic materials, and when our customers
came in, they wanted it. That also
helped our profit margin, because
we imported materials directly.”

Family and Teamwork
Makes the Dream Work
“My Dad has always told me
that I should work at the shop,”
recalled Son and Co-Owner, Trey
Walker. “I worked in the shop the
Summer of 2012 and then went
back to finish my last semester at MTSU (Middle Tennessee
State University). I graduated in
the Spring of 2013. I remember it
was a Saturday, and I was working full-time at the shop two days
later!

Slab dimensioning and basic cuts are performed with a RYE-Corp Husky saw. One of Maryville Top
Shop's Northwood Routers completes a full size island with inset sink cutout.

“The beginning was challenging, trying to figure it all out. I installed tops, ran machines, cut on
the bridge saw, answered phones,
and even took out the trash. And
after working in the shop for nine
years, I still do all those things
when I’m needed. I always tell
interviewees that I will never ask
them to do any job that I’m not
willing to do, or haven’t already
done myself.
“I think that the secret of making our shop work was to surround ourselves with the people
who care about it. If we had people here that didn’t care about it,
it would make it exponentially
harder for all of us. So it’s about
building a team that you can trust.
If I had to step out and measure a
job or attend a meeting, you know

that they are not going to drop the
ball, they’ll just keep on and finish the job. We are fortunate to
have people who care, and success takes those kinds of people.”
MTS President, Wife and Mom
Carolyn Walker: “Most of our
team members have been here
a long time, and we are very
blessed to have them. I take pride
in the way we treat them. We observe holiday time, paid vacations
and PTO time, and they do appreciate that! We’re like a little family here. We used to feel like we
couldn’t even take a vacation, because of what can happen when
you leave a business unattended.
“This being a family business, we do like to go on family
vacations, but it’s hard leaving

something that you’ve worked so
hard for. So we rely on our people
to get the job done while we are
gone, and that’s trust.”
Fred: “What helps to keep us
ahead, is that we buy the best
equipment for the shop and the installers, which makes for happier,
safer people, and that has helped
us tremendously.
“Additionally, due to the professional level of equipment that
we have, our vendors help to give
us a good reputation. We probably could sell double what we
are now producing, but we want
to go down a different road. We
want to put out quality work and
not be overly stressed to get it out
the door.
Please turn to page 3

Upper Left: Top Shop production includes
everything from hand finishing, like this
soft-leathered, full-height backsplash, to
full automation — processing tops, edges
and cutouts with their three Northwood
CNC machines and their Denver Unika5
machine. Their Northwood and Denver
CNC machines can run pre-programmed jobs transferred by barcode
from Moraware. The shop also uses
ALPHACAM and Actionflow software
for production workflow management.
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Maryville Top Shop uses a fleet of
6 delivery and installation trucks
to keep jobs moving out the door
and into customers’ homes. Slabs
and branded trucks positioned next
to busy highway 321 leading to the
Great Smoky Mountains National
Park creates excellent visibility for
the company.
Left: 8-foot conference table showcases Allure Quartzite from Brazil,
one of many MTS exotic natural
stones.

Continued from page 2
Fred: “Right now, we are actively seeking
“We may miss some business opportuni- other locations for satellite showrooms. We
ties, because we won’t hire just anyone to are in it for the long haul.”
satisfy the demand for high output.”
Carolyn: “It’s been an exciting ride! My
husband is definitely a risk-taker, so like a
The Top Shop Philosophy
roller-coaster, sometimes it can be scary!”
“My dad is a risk-taker, my mom is the opBy all indications, the Walker family will
posite of a risk-taker, and I’m somewhere in continue to grow and thrive for many years.
the middle,” continued Trey. “It was my dad Sure, there will be times of happiness and
pushing the company to grow, and it was times of disagreement, but at the end of the
my mom cautioning my dad to not grow the day, when all is said and done, they will
company too quickly. The way I figure it, if smile, knowing that each of them is there for
you grow too quickly, bad things can hap- each other, unconditionally. That’s love and
pen, and if you don’t grow at all, you are family.
going to stagnate. Luckily, when COVID
As the saying goes: A family that plays tohit, we got busier, and as they say here in gether, stays together! Every work day, the
East Tennessee, we didn’t miss a lick! We Walkers play to win, and I’m certain that
did have a few scares with three of our peo- for generations to come, Fred, Carolyn and
ple getting COVID, but we just kept going. Trey and their extended family will keep
We try to have fun with what we’re doing. Maryville Top Shop at its peak.
We try to keep it lively and keep the morale
up by joking around with each other, and we
The Walkers have been members of the
have a good time while we are at work, be- Stone Fabricators Alliance since 2014 as well
cause we are around each other more that as members of the Natural Stone Institute,
we are with our family members through the and regularly attend local home shows
week. But when it comes right down to it, with the Maryville-Alcoa Homebuilders
we are pushing jobs out the door on a tight Association. When asked if BB Industries
schedule.
has been good to them, all three responded
“We want everyone to thrive, and have a with a resounding, “Oh, Yeah! We’ve had
good quality of life. We are always think- a long and great relationship with our sales
ing about how to make procedures safer, and consultant, Ken Brock! He’s our man!”
the business as a whole better. We have a
world-class team of people, and we wouldn’t
For more information, visit www.maryville
be sitting here if we didn’t have them. We topshop.com.
consider them family.”
Clockwise from Left Center: Installing a full-height quartz backsplash. MTS uses a variety of Omni
Cubed products to transport and install tops. Cambria Brittanicca quartz waterfall Island combines
custom Wellborn cabinetry in a bright, contemporary kitchen. The flowing veins in these Brazilian
Aurelius marble countertops make a bold statement against neutral-toned Wellborn cabinets.
Bottom: MTS showroom tastefully displays hundreds of samples without feeling overcrowded.
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Vredenburgh will be covering
territory from Omaha down to the
greater Kansas City area. He originally started his sales career in
floor coverings back in 1995, and
moved over to the granite tool industry in 2009 with GranQuartz.

Ed Vredenburgh

Rhodes will be covering the
greater Dallas/Fort Worth area
using a well-stocked van.
After graduating college on
a football scholarship, Rhodes
started his working life in law enforcement as a sheriff and then a
corrections officer. After a stint
in flooring, he joined the stone
industry with Keystone Tools in
2008 which was later acquired
by GranQuartz. Leaving GQ in
2020, Barry most recently sold
stone slabs for the past year.

Barry Rhodes

Since BBI’s beginning in 1994,
their philosophy has been to offer the best customer service and
the best value for the customer’s
money. They do that by providing quality stone, tile and concrete tooling and supplies at the

best prices, on the latest technology, fabrication techniques,
and equipment improvements
with Better Service! Better
Value! Visit BBIndustriesLLC.
com and www.facebook.com/
BBIndustriesLLC.USA.

© MARK ANDERSON. www.andertoons.com

“I also managed dozens of employees and oversaw
international travel arrangements. Plundering was
actually a very small part of the job.”
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Regulatory Update: OSHA
Refines 300A Enforcement
Guidelines for Reporting

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has changed
the way a lot of
us do business, and that
also includes government
agencies.

In a recent letter sent to
its regional directors, the
Occupational Safety and
Health
Administration
(OSHA) has revised its enforcement guidelines for
staff in regard to annual injury and illness reporting
requirements to take into account difficulties some employers experienced in trying
to use the agency’s online reporting portal to meet the
March 2 filing deadline.
In a standard interpretation
letter that was dated May 6,
2021, OSHA issued a new
enforcement guidance for
its staff stating that employers who could not file reports
because of issues associated
with the Injury Tracking
Application (ITA) will not
be cited, provided the data
was submitted on a timely
basis once the ITA became
operational.
Accordingly, employers
are advised that they should
keep written documentation
if they experience any issues
with using the ITA moving forward, says attorney
John S. Ho of the law firm of
Cozen O’Connor.
“Illness and injury records play a crucial role
in OSHA’s ability to

David Sparkman
Sparkman Consulting

in specific industries with
higher instances of injury
or illness. Many industries
in this category are among
those that were hardest hit by
COVID-19, such as nursing
care facilities, hospitals and
other healthcare providers,
manufacturers, and grocery
stores.

Agency cuts
employers
some slack
because of a
computer
failure

The second category includes establishments with
250 or more employees that
are required to keep OSHA
injury and illness records. In
other words, establishments
with 250 or more employees that are not otherwise exempted must electronically
file the OSHA 300A.

effectively target workplaces
where employees are exposed to serious hazards,”
the agency officials told its
staff. “Therefore, the agency
will work to ensure full compliance with this regulation.”
In addition to this enforcement policy, OSHA also reported in the letter that it is
developing an analytic approach designed to identify
non-responders from the previous calendar year’s data
collection process.
OSHA requires covered
employers to prepare and
post the OSHA Form 300A,
Summary of Work-Related
Injuries and Illnesses, at their
establishments annually.
The electronic filing requirement applies to two categories of establishments,
notes attorney Catherine A.
Cano of the Jackson Lewis
law firm.
The first category includes establishments with
20 to 249 employees that are

Normally, the deadline
for submitting the form is
in January, but this year because of complications arising from COVID-19, the
deadline was postponed. The
agency required covered employers to electronically submit Form 300A data for the
calendar year 2020 between
Jan. 2 and March 2, 2021.
The OSHA Form 300A is
the second page of OSHA’s
Form 300, employers are reminded by attorneys Chantell
Foley and Todd Logsdon of
the Fisher Phillips law firm.
Form 300A serves as a
summary of all recordable
work-related injuries and
illnesses that occurred in
2020, including the total
number of cases, the total
number of days employees
spent away from work or
on restriction, and specific
injury and illness types.

Win more jobs.
Train employees.
Increase operational efficiencies.

Learn How
naturalstoneinstitute.org/fabricator-benefits
Networking • Technical Support • Accreditation
Online Education • Standards • Industry Updates
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Is Your Front Office
Helping or Hurting
Your Business?

IF

you read the Training and
Education section of the
Slippery Rock Gazette, you’ve
probably seen lots of articles
about how to optimize your value
-creating processes: template, fabricate, and install. You’ll see more
articles on this part of the countertop business because this is where
the magic happens. This is where
the value is created that your customers pay you for.
But what about sales and the
front office? Should we ignore
those processes? After all, every salesperson will tell you that
nothing happens until somebody
sells something.
As a business, you exist to service your customers. To some degree, every employee has that as
part of their job description. The
question is: How well do you service your INTERNAL customers?
• Install is the customer of the
shop. If the shop doesn’t fabricate the top correctly, the installers have to work that much harder
to make the (paying) customer
happy.
•The shop is the customer of
Template. If the templater has an
error in their work, the shop can’t
make the top correctly so that
the installers can make it fit the
kitchen.
The same relationship exists
between sales, customer service,
scheduling, and the shop. There is
a whole series of internal customers within your business.

Sales

Schedule

Ed Young

Template

Fabricate

Install

Tight processes and smooth data flow

Fabricator’s Business Coach
How well your employees service the needs of their internal
customers has a large impact on
the profitability of your business and the level of chaos in it.
Your employees may not be
servicing their internal customers
well if:
• Your remake rate or callback
rate is high. (You do track those,
right?)
• When trying to determine what
caused a customer issue, you get a
lot of finger-pointing – it’s always
someone else’s fault.
• Your install schedules are frequently changing.
• It’s taking longer than 5 or 6
days from template to install to
complete kitchens.
• Employees aren’t sure who
was supposed to make sure that
faucet information was retrieved
from the customer (for example).
• Employees frequently have to
go find information that should
have already been provided to
them.
• You hear comments like,
“They should have known to…”
or “Everybody knows that…”.
So, if this is occurring in your
business, how do you get a handle on it?
First – Define Your Process.
You can use questions like
the following to help drive the
process.
• What are the essential steps in
your front office processes?
• Who is responsible
for each step?

Incorrect Info

Missing Info

Sales

Schedule

Template

Incorrect Info

Fabricate

Install

Missing Info
Missing Info

Poor processes and erratic information flow

• What outcome (result) is expected from each process step?
• What does the templater need
to know so he/she can create an
accurate template?
• What information is required
before scheduling can occur?
• What information is needed to
generate a valid quote?
Second – Document the
Expected Outcome of
Each Process Step.
It is worth every minute you
spend writing all this down. Just
talking about it won’t get the results you need. Once you have it
all written down, do the following:
• Share the document for each
process step with the internal
customer for that step. Have that
person make suggestions for any
changes.
• Take the modified document
to the person performing that process step and get their input.
• There likely will be a difference of opinion as to who should
do what. This is your opportunity
to coach the employees through
agreeing on their responsibilities
in the process. (It’s also possible
that you may just need to make a
command decision in the best interest of the company.)
Third – Implement the Changes.
Make sure everyone knows
what changes have been made
and what the new expectations
are. It helps to print up job descriptions/expectations and review them with employees. (Side
note: If you are hesitant to do this

If you don’t
write it down,
it never happened.
because you feel that these roles
and responsibilities change too
often, then you have a much bigger problem. Don’t even start this
exercise.)
Aaron Crowley, in his excellent book Less Chaos, More
Cash, proposes what he calls the
Order of Operations. He does a
great job of describing this whole
process and I highly recommend
his easy-to-read book as a sound
guide.
Finally – Follow Up.
Just because you told everyone
what is changing, just because
you wrote it all down and had everyone sign it, there is no guarantee it will still be happening that
way in three weeks. For that, you
have to follow up.
•Regularly spot check orders in
various stages of your process to
see if the new guidelines are being followed.
•When you find folks deviating
from the new process, how you
ask about that is critical. Saying,
“Bob, why aren’t you following the new process?” makes the
assumption that Bob is lazy or
ignorant or doesn’t care. It automatically makes him the problem, and would put anyone on the
defensive.
Consider this alternative approach: “Hey, Bob. It looks like
following this new process can

be a real challenge. What do you
see as the biggest obstacle that
makes it tough to follow the new
process?” This approach sets up
you and Bob as tackling the problem together and is more likely
to get you a superior outcome.
Your consistency and discipline
in spot-checking orders and assessing how the new process
is working is the key to making
these changes work long term.
Without that, you will only see
short-term improvements before
things revert to their original chaotic state.
Front office processes – sales,
customer service, scheduling –
don’t transform stone into beautiful countertops. However, they
are critical to making sure those
transformative value-added processes have the opportunity to
work correctly. If the front office
doesn’t set the shop up for success, the work required to delight
the customer gets infinitely more
difficult. A big key to reducing
the chaos in your business, making more money, and getting your
life back is making sure your front
office processes are well thought
out, well documented, and consistently supported.
As a fab shop owner, you deserve to have a business that
makes you money and also allows you the time to enjoy it.
To find out more about how to
make more money and get your
life back, email the author, Ed@
FabricatorsCoach.com.
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What’s Your Leadership Style?

IF

you were asked to explain
the difference between a
manager and a leader, how would
you answer this question?

Cheryl A. Moore, PsyD

When you look at yourself and
the role you play in your organization, do you perform as a manager or as a leader? If you are a
leader, how would you describe
your leadership style? These are
all questions you may not consciously sit back and think about,
but are worth consideration.
In most organizations there are
typically four different processes
taking place simultaneously: individual, team, organizational,
and influences. Influences is the
leadership team of the organization and is the bridge between
the other three processes and organizational outcomes like individual and team performance, job
satisfaction, and organizational
goals. Given the importance and
impact of a leadership role, this
month I will address the opening
questions and define a few of the
many leadership approaches and

theories that are present in today’s
organizations.
Leaders and managers have similarities in the roles they perform
in as much as they both work with
people, set goals, and influence
others. Leaders differ from managers, however, by looking at the
big picture as it relates to organizational objectives and setting
long-term goals. A leader is a visionary and acts as a role model
to inspire followers towards the
organizational mission and goals.
Managers set short-term goals
and expectations for their subordinates. The manager trains and
develops employees in his or her
area to ensure that the operations
of that department run smoothly.
A manager is engaged in and responsible for the daily operations
of the organization. While it can
be helpful for a leader to understand the operational duties of the

CEO, Prestige Countertops
& Services

manager or to have background
knowledge in management, it is
not required to be a good leader.
Not all managers are good leaders, just as all leaders are not good
managers.
Early leadership perspectives
suggested that great leaders like
Lincoln and Churchill were born,
not made. It was believed that
great leaders had to possess certain personal qualities and characteristics to be a great leader. While
other researchers were skeptical
of this thought, they did believe
that great leaders possess certain
traits that can be nurtured and developed to create great leaders.
As leadership theories continued to progress, it was suggested
that individuals possess specific
behaviors to be a good leader.
These behaviors included actions
like defining roles for employees,
setting clear guidelines and procedures, demonstrating and developing mutual trust and respect,
and building on interpersonal relationships. Current researchers have built on all these past

perspectives and used them to explain how leaders should motivate
and build relationships with followers to achieve performance.
The aforementioned leadership
perspectives – trait-based, skillsbased, and behavioral-based – are
all used today. Individuals have
their own leadership style that
incorporates these perspectives
with the situation and individual
leader. Four of the most common
leadership styles I would like to
present here are the transactional
leader, the laissez-fair leader, the
transformational leader, and the
charismatic leader.
The transactional leader is most
closely related to management

in that it relates to routine regimented activities. The transactional leader assumes that
employees are motivated by goals
and equitable rewards. This is an
exchange process in which the
transactional leader provides the
task at hand and the follower completes the task for a reward. This
can range from the department
manager providing the schedule
for the day to meet required production levels, to a coach heading a sports team to compete for a
win. The transactional leader sets
clear and objective goals for the
followers and motivates through
rewards and punishments.
Please turn to page 11
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Training & Education

Protective Capacity

“M

urphy lives.” Particularly
in a custom maufacturing business, unplanned disruptions will occur. Equipment
issues, material issues, people issues, information issues and more
will happen in our businesses.
Of course, we will strive to minimize attacks by Murphy, but it is
unrealistic to expect that we can
eliminate all of them. Therefore,
we must employ an approach that
will recognize that reality.
Most of the manufacturing science approaches are made for
the production of widgets. If you
make thousands of the same item
(like automotive, printing, electronics, pharmaceuticals, or any
mass production industry), then
Lean Manufacturing, The Toyota
Production System, Just-in-Time,
Demand Flow Technologies…are
for you.
But if you are more of a “job
shop” business in which:
• Every order is unique from
every other…or
• Much of your raw material is a
product from nature…or
• Your business is reliant on
skilled employees (rather than
full automation) to get the work
done…or
• You work directly with the
ultimate consumer who is quite
likely to change his/her mind on
a whim…
Then, you need a manufacturing system that is designed to
accommodate those realities.
The key elements of the
Synchronous Flow system are
processes designed to deal with
the inevitable appearance of
Murphy. It is called Protective
Capacity.

Protective Capacity:
The internal
operational capacity
at each resource step
required to absorb
variability.

Ed Hill
Synchronous Solutions

It is always better to
produce what you
need, even at a lower
efficiency, rather than
produce at a higher
efficiency that which
you don’t need.
“Required” means that
Protective Capacity is not an option. It means that you must plan
for the absorption of the inevitable
disruptions caused by normal occurrences every day:
• Machines will break down.
• Materials will have defects.
• Workers will be absent.
• Customer information will
change.
Unless you operate a system
that deals with these certainties,
you will constantly be reacting to
their effects. Dealing with those
realities in a proactive manner is
a much better approach.
Protective Capacity is also
called an unbalanced system.
Imagine that…we actually seek
to remain unbalanced rather than
operating a balanced system. A
balanced system will never reach
its designed productivity because
there is no accommodation for
“Murphy.”
Balanced capacity systems always result in the following undesirable effects:
• Nameplate capacity is never
achieved
• Expediting is a common tactic
• Lead times are longer than
desired
• Chaos is high
• Overtime might help, but…
– It is expensive
– It has diminishing returns
– It is usually reactive in nature
– It can create a dependency
– It adds to the chaos.
Sound familiar? Given all that,
there must be a better way. And
there is.

The truth is that all systems are
inherently and naturally unbalanced. If excessive inventory and
long process times are present in
your system, Protective Capacity
already exists. There is no need to
hire people or buy equipment to
create Protective Capacity. It is all
about how you manage the capacities that currently exist.
Routinely, managers and supervisors erroneously take actions
that move the system back to a
balanced capacity state resulting
in the undesirable effects just
listed. While every company is
unique and capacities at each resource step are highly variable,
the following is typical across the
industry.
In the Process Flow diagram, the
capacity of the system is sixteen
square feet per hour. “A chain
is only as strong as its weakest
link.” While every other process step has more demonstrated
capacity, the system is limited
by the capacity at the system’s
constraint. The constraint can be
anywhere in the system. Our process will measure demonstrated
capacity to identify the true system’s constraint.
It is important to note that processes having Protective Capacity
cannot work at full capability
throughout the day. Doing so will
only create piles of excess and
unneeded inventory. Conversely,
workers there should produce
with Roadrunner Mentality. Like
the Warner Brothers cartoon,
roadrunners have two speeds:
Wide open and stop.
This means that they should
work at full capacity until they
have met the needed schedule
and then they should stop on that
operation. They should, like a
Roadrunner, move to another location in the process that needs
their productive capacity.
Protective Capacity can be
abused in two ways:
• Process steps can be allowed to
produce beyond the demand creating unneeded work-in-process

inventory. The capacity used to
produce that excess inventory is
no longer available to address recovery when Murphy attacks.
• Parkinson’s Law: “Work expands to fill the time available.”
Without effective management,
six hours of work can be expanded
to consume eight hours of time. In
other words, the same amount of
labor content can be spread over
more time by simply reducing the
effort expended to do it.

cushion of additional capacity is
essential to meeting the market
demand given the known levels of variability (aka Murphy).
Business is all about creating
value (Throughput), not just reducing costs.

This is a management issue.
Allowing the work to be stretched
to consume all available time or
allowing any process step to produce excess inventory will eliminate the availability of Protective
Capacity when it is needed to
overcome Murphy.

Therefore, when you know it
exists, you will need to plan the
utilization of these resources to
assure adequate control of this
excess cost.

In the Synchronous Flow approach there are three types of
Capacity:
Productive Capacity is the pure
capacity required to meet the projected market demand. This is the
minimum needed to satisfy orders
and has no accommodation for
Murphy.
Protective Capacity is productive capacity plus an accommodation for Murphy. The
accommodation for that variability is calculable, meaning that
where there is little variability
there is little need for Protective
Capacity. Where there is high
variability, there is need for more
Protective Capacity. With adequate records on production and
variability, this can be planned
accurately. Protective Capacity
does not mean higher costs. This

Excess Capacity
This is the amount of capacity
beyond the needed amount to meet
the demand including an accommodation for Murphy. Excessive
capacity means excessive costs.

If you have read The Goal by
Dr. Eli Goldratt, you will recall that the primary principle
of Synchronous Flow is that
non-constraints must maintain
enough protective capacity to
maintain a consistent and smooth
flow of material and information
throughout the system. The entire
business system must support the
control point (install) and every
other resource must maintain a
level of Protective Capacity so the
control point can operate at a consistent pace. Protective capacity is
not excess capacity, rather it is the
required capacity that will make
the entire system work.
Non-constraints, by definition
and design, cannot be working at
full capacity throughout the workday. Non-constraints need only to
produce enough to maintain the
desired buffer to protect the control point.
Please turn to page 10
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The Complete Package
You are fully equipped, trained & covered for less than $18,000.

Leader in Digital
Fabrication Solutions

Two licenses of the user-friendly and
robust LT software included for work in
the field and shop.

Switch between 17 different languages
in the software to accommodate diverse
workforces.
Tablet, tripod, accessories and hardshell
roller case included to start templating
right away.
Precise laser measuring hardware with
50+ hour battery life. No need for
additional battery packs or power cords.
Online AND onsite training included
with each system.

13 out of the last 16 Fabricators
of the Year use our system
Lowest 5-year cost of ownership
User-friendly software requires
no CAD experience
Online & onsite training included
Comprehensive warranty coverage
Overnight loaner program

Comprehensive warranty program
designed to provide coverage from
workmanship defects AND accidental
damage for 5 years.

LASERPRODUCTSUS.COM

877-679-1300

Market Leader

6,000+ systems sold worldwide.

Protective Capacity
Continued from page 8

A common approach of
balanced systems is to keep
everyone busy all of the time
with no wasted capacity.
This is a fallacy. Balanced
systems will not produce the
desired results and, in fact,
are a practical impossibility.
Maintaining the appropriate
levels of Protective Capacity
will produce desired results and will also reduce
the chaos that afflicts the
attempts to create balanced
systems. Improving the quality of life for your employees
is a valuable bonus for any
business.
An important principle of
Synchronous Manufacturing
is that you should not focus
on balancing capacities but,
instead, focus on synchronizing the flow of both materials
and information throughout
the overall process. Like
water flowing down a mountain river, the orders should
move at a consistent rate.

The opportunity
to create more
value ($T) is
infinite. The
opportunity to
reduce costs
is finite.
The boulders that interrupt
that river flow are not unlike
the “Murphy” events that
interrupt your process flow.
The water always finds a
way around those boulders.
Your managers need to do
the same thing to address
the “Murphy” events. To
do that, they will need a
planned level of Protective
Capacity to absorb that
variability.
Without an appropriate amount of Protective
Capacity, the ability to create value Throughput ($T)
will be negatively impacted.
As the schedule begins to
deteriorate, the inevitable

Jobs from our LPI Family

Made in the USA

www.laserproductsus.com/projects

result will be more overtime
and growing chaos. The reality is that ultimately, all
manufacturing systems are
unbalanced. Given that, it
is a much better strategy to
plan for that reality than to
fight it.
We have proof that attempting to maintain a balanced capacity system where
each resource operates at
maximum efficiency would
create high inventories, long
lead times and poor delivery
performance, all of which are
unacceptable in today’s manufacturing world.
An unbalanced manufacturing system may seem odd,
but the results of this strategy
can be outstanding.
Synchronous Solutions,
LLC has developed programs specifically for the
stone processing industry. For more information,
contact Ed Hill at (704)
560-1536, email EdHill@
SynchronousSolutions or
visit the website www.
SynchronousSolutions.com .

American-pride. American-made.

BB Industries Hires
Business Analyst to
Support Strategic
Growth

BB

Industries has
hired David
Bowman for the newly-created position
of Business Analyst.
Bowman brings a strong
background of analytics,
having spent more then
20 years working with
the National Lab and
Department of Energy
in Oak Ridge as a busiDavid Bowman
ness analyst. He also recently finished his MBA existing data, studying patfrom the University of terns and opportunities,
Tennessee.
considering both internal and external factors to
“As we continue to make the most strategic degrow and invest, hav- cisions for our growth.”
ing the right data and
strategic direction is exAbout BB Industries
tremely important,” said
Since their beginning
BB Industries CEO and in 1994, our philosophy
President Rick Stimac. has been to offer the best
“David will analyze our customer service and the

#GoDigital

best value for your money.
BBI does that by providing
quality stone, tile and concrete tooling and supplies at
the best prices.
That means you get the latest technology, fabrication
techniques, and equipment
improvements with Better
Service! Better Value!
Visit
BBIndustriesLLC.
com and www.facebook.
com/BBIndustriesLLC.
USA.

“Success is the
sum of small
efforts repeated
day in and
day out.”
— Robert Collier
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What’s Your
Leadership Style?
Continued from page 7

This type of leadership discourages creativity
and eliminates individuality. It can be difficult for
the leader to find a reward
that would motivate everyone. Since the transaction
is based on reward for performance, if the results are
not achieved, there is more
focus on consequences than
rewards. This leadership
style maintains the status
quo and works within an
existing organizational culture rather than working toward change.
The laissez-fair leader uses
a hands-off approach. The
laissez-fair leader delegates
responsibilities to others
and is only hands-on when
needed. While this type of
leadership can encourage
innovation and personal
growth, it also has the negative connotation that the
leader doesn’t care what
is going on with his or her
team. Employees with this
type of leadership can be
less motivated and lack
role clarity. It can be harder
to reach cohesion in teams
with this leadership style
and employees who have
low autonomy would struggle in their position.
The
transformational
leader serves as a role
model to encourage and
support individual growth
within his or her followers, towards a shared vision

The

transformational
leader
serves as
a role model to
encourage and
support individual
growth…
towards a
shared vision.
to meet the goals and objectives of the organization. This type of leader
encourages
goal-setting,
creativity, and innovation
in problem-solving. The
leader collaborates with
the followers to implement new initiatives and
work toward changing organizational culture. The
four dimensions of transformational leadership are
idealized influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and
individualized
consideration. Through the behaviors of this leadership
style, the leader gains the
trust, admiration, and respect of the followers. A
disadvantage of this leadership style is that of a pseudo-transformational leader.
A leader can possess these
behaviors and qualities but
use them for personal gain
rather than the organization
as a whole. When the pseudo-transformational leader
sees no value in helping

others to reach his or her
own personal agenda, the
leader’s true intentions will
come through.
So, which leadership
style is yours? The purpose
of this article was to present some leadership theories and styles in an effort
for you to recognize yours.
Resonating with a particular style enables you to
consider the advantages
and disadvantages of each
one. It has been shown in
this article that there are
different traits, skills, behaviors, and situations that
warrant different leadership
styles. There may be situations where both a transactional and transformational
style of leadership can be
most effective. If you are a
business owner, what style
do you recognize in your
leaders? Are your leaders
leading in a way that motivates and inspires employees to work with others to
obtain the goals and objectives of your organization?
Are your leaders encouraging their subordinates to
grow and be innovative in
both their personal goals,
as well as those of the organization? If you and your
leadership team are not actively having conversations on long-term strategic
planning and what you are
going to do to grow, you
will remain stagnant as an
organization.
Cheryl is the CEO of
Prestige Countertops &
Services, Inc.
Contact her at cmoore2@
mercyhurst.edu .

“Whoever would overthrow the liberty of a
nation must begin by
subduing the
freeness of speech.”
–Benjamin Franklin

Silence Dogood: The Busy-Body

2021 Stone Industry Education
Returns to In-Person Events

T

he Natural Stone
Institute and Stone
World magazine
are pleased to announce
that the remaining events
in the 2021 Stone Industry
Education Series will take
place in-person. Events
are scheduled in five cities
throughout the United
States.
After a successful pivot
to Virtual Stone Summits
in 2020 and early 2021, the
remaining in-person events
for 2021 will cover topics
relevant to stone fabricators, including maximizing
shop efficiency and profits, using metrics to measure success, understanding
OSHA safety regulations,
and creating a plan for finding and retaining top talent. Stone Summits will
be facilitated by a team of
experienced industry leaders including GK Naquin,
Duane Naquin, and Tony
Malisani. Each event will
include ample time for networking and group discussions focused on business
management, technical issues, and marketing.

2021 In-Person
Stone Summits:

Stone Industry Education
sponsors, visit www.stone
Thursday, September 23 industryeducation.com.
Colorado Stone Summit
MSI
The
Natural
Stone
Aurora, Colorado
Institute is a trade association representing evThursday, October 21
ery aspect of the natural
Arizona Stone Summit
stone industry. The curStone Shop Management rent membership exceeds
Arizona Tile
2,000 members in over 50
Tempe, Arizona
nations. The association
offers a wide array of techThursday, November 18 nical and training resources,
Texas Stone Summit
professional development
12 Business Axioms
opportunities,
regulatory
Arizona Tile
advocacy, and networking
Austin, Texas
events. Two prominent publications— the Dimension
Thursday, December 9
Stone Design Manual and
North Carolina Stone
Building Stone Magazine —
Summit: Stone Shop
raise awareness within the
Management
natural stone industry and
Triton Stone Group
in the design community for
Raleigh, North Carolina
best practices and uses of
natural stone. Learn more at
To learn more about each www.naturalstoneinstitute.
event and view a full list of org.

Regulatory Update: OSHA Refines
300A Enforcement Guidelines
for 2020 Injury Reporting
Continued from page 5

A particular concern for
employers this year was accurately and completely recording COVID-19 cases
among the workforce.
Once completed, the form
must be posted at each establishment in a conspicuous place for three months.
If no recordable incidents
or illnesses occurred in
2020, the form must still be
completed and posted.
“Some employers are
unaware that OSHA can

cite an employer who
fails to post the OSHA
Form 300A as required,
even if no recordable incidents or illnesses need
to be reported,” Foley and
Logsdon observe.
Ho warns that employers should be prepared
for much more aggressive OSHA enforcement
in all areas, including recordkeeping, in the future. He points out that the
White House recently proposed a $64 million boost

to OSHA’s budget, including the creation of 362 new
full-time equivalent staff
positions in order to accomplish this objective.
David
Sparkman
is
founding editor of ACWI
Advance (www.acwi.org),
the newsletter of the
American
Chain
of
Warehouses, Inc. He also
heads David Sparkman
Consulting, a Washington
D.C. area public relations
and communications firm.
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“The way to get
started is to quit
talking and
begin doing.”
— Walt Disney

This Split-Decision Was More
Than 60 Years in the Making

F

orgive me, for I have
sinned. I have gone against
my raising. I have broken
a vow untainted across the span
of 60-plus years. I was tempted
by cheap desires and weakly
succumbed.
I used a log splitter. Even worse,
I compounded this trespass by enjoying every moment of the experience and shall continue to
indulge at every opportunity.
To understand the gravity of my
transgression, it’s necessary to
rip calendar pages by the double
handful.
I was raised among trees and
have gathered firewood since
elementary
school.
Always
chain-sawed and split it myownself—with wedge, sledge, axe
and/or maul, as ordained by protocol and my father’s example.
Perhaps this long association
with wood subconsciously influenced my initial path in college.

Sam Venable
Department of Irony
For two years, I studied forestry
at the University of Tennessee,
topped by a summer job in Idaho
with the U.S. Forest Service.
Then I hit an academic wall and
was on the brink of scholastic
probation. At the flippant suggestion of a fraternity brother, I stuck
one toe in the inkwell and my future unfolded. His verbatim advice, I swear on a stack of Bibles,
was this: “Venable, you’re so
full of (bovine scatology), you’d
make a great journalist.” I took
one course and fell head-overnotepad in love.
Goodbye, living trees. Hello,
paper made from dead trees.
Yet through it all, the firewood
passion continued—with the
aforementioned tools, of course.
My typical three-year supply
became a humorous matter of

principle, to the point that the
Tennessee Farm Bureau once
purchased a photo of the trove to
illustrate a magazine story.
I still live among trees and have
ample access to raw material.
Thus, it’s easy to select the best.
Red oak is my favorite, chestnut
oak a close second, with white
oak and the occasional hickory
thrown in for variety. All lend
themselves to easy splitting, the
most relaxing cold-weather exercise ever invented.
Whack-crack! Whack-crack!
Anyone who ever squared off
with a maul on good wood knows

Introducing Silver Stream: Antolini’s
Newest Offering In Their
Exclusive Collection of Natural Stone

A

description from Antolini
promotional material reads:
“The glowing, luminous veins
and silvery variations of Silver
Stream generate a striking surface with dynamism and power.”
Words fail to accurately describe
the undulating veins of crystal
flowing through this natural stone.
An Antolini exclusive, this marble has tones of gray, white and
black, reflecting the movement of
the naturally unforeseeable force
of the material. As a facing with
a contemporary style, it is particularly ideal for indoor settings.
This natural stone is a refined material whose value lies in its distinct character and primordial,
timeless elegance.
Antolini’s carefully selected
natural stone designs each stand
for unconstrained stylistic freedom. With worldwide exclusivity
over the most astonishing materials and sole access to the quarries,

what I’m talking about.
But time takes its toll. An old
nerve-muscle issue in my right
arm and shoulder has advanced
from aggravation to limitation.
After last winter’s harvest, I
knew my maul-swinging career
was over.
Enter my neighbor with a 27ton, gasoline-powered splitter coowned with several buddies. The
machine had been offered repeatedly, but I steadfastly and haughtily refused.
This time I relented….and
HOLY $#@&! Baby, where have
you been all my life?

he National Building Granite
Quarries
Association
(NBGQA) has voted to merge
with the Natural Stone Institute
(NSI) to further advance industry efforts to support quarry advocacy, sustainability, outreach
to architects and designers, and
continued efforts to promote the
use of natural stone.

Antolini is able to offer the most
desired and recognizable natural masterpieces in multiple
finishes through a network of
distributors and partners. Driven
by unbound curiosity and passion, Antolini brings Mother
Nature’s finest creations to light.

For more information, visit
Antolini.com .

Sam Venable is an author, comedic entertainer, and humor
columnist for the Knoxville (TN)
News Sentinel. His latest book is
“The Joke’s on YOU! (All I Did
Was Clean Out My Files).” He
may be reached at sam.venable@
outlook.com.

National Building Granite
Quarries Associations Votes
to Merge with NSI

T

Silver Stream slabs are available in
Lux, Leather, and Matte finishes.

My conversion was as immediate and dramatic as Saul’s on
the road to Damascus. What had
I been thinking all those years?!
All of which has led to humble apologies to the many firewood associates I’ve jeered for
decades. This is not cheating. It
is pull-the-lever nirvana. And
I’m more stubborn than a team of
Missouri mules.

The NBGQA was founded
over a century ago with approximately twelve original member
granite companies that included
most of the major building granite quarriers in the United States
at that time. Today the membership is comprised of five companies: Coldspring, Dakota
Granite, New England Stone,
North Carolina Granite, and
Polycor. All are existing Natural
Stone Institute members.
Through this merger, the
Natural Stone Institute will

acquire ownership of the
NBGQA granite specification (which is already referenced heavily in the Dimension
Stone Design Manual), as well
as resources to further advance
quarry safety initiatives, sustainability, natural stone promotion,
and advocacy. NBGQA financial assets will be earmarked
to assist with several initiatives
being directed by the newly
formed North American Quarry
Advocacy Group, which is the
first of several industry advocacy groups being formed by the
Natural Stone Institute.
The NBGQA will remain incorporated for two years as the
transition takes shape and work
begins on key initiatives through
the North American Quarry
Advocacy Group.
Please turn to page 15
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Natural Stone Institute Completes
37th Home with Gary Sinise
Foundation

T

he Natural Stone
Institute has provided natural stone
and fabrication services for
its 37th home with the Gary
Sinise Foundation through
its R.I.S.E. (Restoring
Independence Supporting
Empowerment) program.
The Foundation’s R.I.S.E.
program builds 100 percent
mortgage-free specially
adapted smart homes for
severely wounded veterans
and first responders. Natural
stone and fabrication for
U.S. Army Captain Juan
Guerrero and his family
in Texas were provided
by Triton Stone Group,
Coldspring, True Blue
Surfaces, and Quality Stone
Company.

Juan immigrated to the
United States with his

family from Lima, Peru in
1986. He joined the Armed
Forces shortly after graduating from high school. During
the Gulf War in 1990,
Guerrero deployed to Saudi
Arabia with B Company
1/3, 3rd Marine Regiment,
known as the “Lava Dogs,”
based at Marine Corps Air
Station Kaneohe Bay in
Hawaii. Years later on July
26, 2007, Guerrero, who at
the time had 350 missions
under his belt, was driving
back from a mission with
his convoy when an explosively formed penetrator
(EFP), the single-most lethal
weapon American forces
faced in Iraq, struck his vehicle. The EFP detonated approximately 25 feet ahead of
his vehicle, whose fragments
penetrated the bottom of his
door, striking his right calf.

“Risk more than others think is safe. Dream
more than others think is practical.”
– Howard Schultz

He broke his tibia and fractured his left ankle and the
skin and muscle surrounding it. His lower legs were
severely injured.
In June 2014 Juan developed a rare form of skin cancer on his left heel, which
resulted in his left leg being
amputated below the knee
two years later. He is now
a double amputee below the
knees and is cancer-free.
Companies interested in
getting involved with future projects are encouraged to email Rise@natural
stoneinstitute.org.
To learn more, and to see
a list of all Natural Stone
Institute members who have
donated their time, products,
and services to this cause,
visit
www.naturalstone
institute.org/RISE.

Juan Guerrero and family in their new Smart Home. Guerrero was critically injured while
a U.S. Army Captain, and originally deployed in 1990 during the Gulf War. He served in
over 350 combat missions during his military career, which was ended by an explosive
EED in Iraq.

“Believe you can and you’re halfway there.”
— Teddy Roosevelt
www.BBIndustriesLLC.com
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Help

trade schools and set up an internship program. He said he got young
folks with little to no experience, but
they were young and wanted to learn
a trade. Plus, intern programs come
with pay options. Some interns get
paid, some don’t.
Job fairs were something else that
came up. Look for job fairs in your
area and sign up to be a participant.
If you can’t find one, create one.
You aren’t the only place looking to
hire people. It probably wouldn’t be
hard to put one together and advertise it.
Now, I do admit that I got a kick
out of the ingenuity these next two
ladies had. One lady told me she put
an ad in her church bulletin. Another
lady said she put a notice in her
kid’s school newspaper. Both said
their ideas worked.
The thing is, almost everybody
agreed that when it comes to hiring these days, advertising your
open positions isn’t the only area
where out-of-the-box thinking is
needed. Apparently, our hiring criteria needs to shift to some “outside
the box” thinking as well. I had to
have my Jeep towed to a shop while
I was away. The owner told me he
had just recently hired a female mechanic AND an older (70 years+)
part-time mechanic. He also said
that two years ago he would have

never considered either one, but he
was glad he did, because they were
both working out.
Another story related to me was
a retail specialty store that hired a
handicapped individual to stock
shelves and get items ready for
shipping. I personally know a granite shop where the manager hired a
woman in fab. Granted, not a traditional job for a woman, but “outside
the box” thinking again is keeping
that shop where it needs to be.
What about individuals who have
no experience (like interns), or people who have parallel experience?
A construction site or landscape
helper could be a granite install
helper. Yes, you may have to teach
them some things about working
safely around heavy slabs, but there
is always a learning curve with new
hires, anyway.
The point is, apparently, we can
no longer rely on our old school
ways of recruiting people, and we
can’t shut the door on people who
don’t fit that old school mold of
experience and great references.
Times have changed and we need
to change right along with them. Or
else…

as schools and offices, configuration changes practically became
mandatory. The kitchen morphed
into the family hub and previous
health and wellness trends for
both bathroom and kitchen accelerated in urgency. And, all that
extra time at home made more
homeowners realize a makeover
was badly needed.
Add to that record low interest
rates that have made home-related loans very attractive, and
steep home appreciation with demand far outstripping supply, and
all the elements have neatly fallen
into place. In fact, there’s usually
a strong correlation between rising home prices and the willingness of homeowners to undertake

higher-end renovations. The updated 2021 Outlook bears that
out. While significant YOY gains
are expected for all price ranges
of K&B remodeling, it’s the highend that shines. In the initial 2021
forecast, the top tier was expected
to grow by nearly 20 percent
over 2020, similar to the spike
for mid-level projects. That toprange number has now been revised upward to 28 percent higher
than last year, with the mid-range
now expected to best 2020 by 21
percent and low-end by just under
13 percent. When it will begin to
cool off is subject to debate, but
for now, fabricators should enjoy
the boost!

I

know that in my own state
there is a labor shortage.
My company is struggling
to hire people, and as I drive
down the street, I see signs and
even billboards saying, “Help
Wanted” or “Hiring Now, Apply
Within.” They are everywhere.
What I didn’t fully realize was
that this is not just a local issue.
I knew restaurants were having
a hard time, but I didn’t realize
that EVERYONE was having
this problem, at least not until
recently.

I took a trip not too long ago that
took me into five states other than
my own. Mile after mile, city after city, state after state, I saw the
same help wanted signs everywhere. To be honest, it was a little
on the depressing side, but it also
got me thinking. If you drive by five
businesses and three of them have
Help Wanted signs out, why don’t
the other two? What are they doing differently? So, I did the only
thing I knew to do, I asked the questions…” Why are you fully staffed
when others aren’t? How are you
finding employees? What are you

Sharon Koehler
Stone Industry Consultant
doing that others aren’t?”
The majority of businesses fully
staffed admitted that they had to
get creative and think outside the
box. Most did say that they started
with Internet ads. Facebook, Google
Jobs, Monster, Craigslist, LinkedIn,
Indeed, etcetera. Unfortunately
for most, this approach didn’t give
many of them the candidates they
considered acceptable — or any
candidates, for that matter. So, a
lot of these places looked in other
directions.
One manager told me that he registered with his local unemployment office. He put his openings
on their job board and had multiple
applicants in just a few days. They
weren’t all right for his open position(s), but it was more applicants
than he had seen in weeks, and it
was free. Another manger told me
that she searched online for a job
board specific to her industry. She
was looking for retail and she went
to Allretailjobs.com and iHireRetail.com to post her openings. These
boards weren’t free, but they were
more specific to her industry. If you
are in a trade industry you might try
Bluecollarcrossing.com. Again, not

NKBA Kitchen & Bath
Market Outlook Reports
Overall Industry Growth

T

he story for this year keeps
getting stronger, although
with the understanding
that the current rate of growth is
not likely to be sustainable for
the longer term. For now, though,
based on the recent update of
NKBA’s 2021 Kitchen & Bath
Market Outlook, the industry is
firing on all cylinders. The 21
percent overall growth translates
into $171 billion for the year, $30
billion ahead of last year. Just as
impressive — this new number
is a healthy 8 percent higher than
the original forecast submitted in
late December.

“Even if you are on the right
track, you’ll get run over
if you just sit there.”
— Will Rogers

Robert Isler
The upward revision is acrossthe-board in nature. New construction K&B spending is
expected to climb 28.5 percent
year-over-year, while the remodeling segment is suggesting a
12.5 percent increase. In the initial report, those numbers projected growth of 22 percent and
10 percent, respectively.
Kitchen spending (new construction + remodel) is now targeted at $81 billion, and bath,
$89 billion — both more than 20
percent above last year and appreciably higher than the initial
forecast.
So what factors are contributing to this red-hot market? It’s a
continuation of a positive perfect
storm that began in the second

free, but they are geared toward labor positions. Employers generally
pay a fee to post, but workers can
search at no charge. The fees do
vary depending on ad content.
Another guy said that he asked his
workers not only for word-of-mouth
references but offered up bonuses
if they brought in someone who he
ended up hiring. He also asked them
where they hung out and put up bulletin board notices in those places.
Plus, he put magnetic help wanted
signs on his work trucks AND paid
his employees to put them on their
personal vehicles.
Someone else had the idea to contact a couple of the local colleges/

Please send your thoughts on
this article to Sharon Koehler at
sharonk.srg@gmail.com .

half of last year and hasn’t let
up — all related in one way or
another to the pandemic. First
came the buildup of savings, as
homeowners experiencing the
unknowns of the COVID-19 lockdown decided to err on the side of

The NKBA
Top-line 2021
Outlook has
been revised
upward as the
July update calls
for 21 percent
overall industry
growth over
last year.
caution. Much of it wasn’t voluntary, as spending on dining, entertainment, travel and leisure came
to a screeching halt. Adding to the
dramatic savings growth were the
generous government stimulus
programs that poured $5 trillion
into the hands of consumers. As
homes suddenly began doubling

Please turn to page 16
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Stone Forensics
Announces West
Coast Location

HTO-R2- 5A

Fred Hueston, Stone Forensic’s
chief investigator, has launched
a West Coast location.

S

tone Forensics has announced plans to open
a West Coast location in
Bellingham, Washington.
Stone Forensics is a leader
in consulting and expert witness services for the stone and
tile industry. Some of the problems associated with natural
stone, tile, masonry, and other
surfaces that the firm has resolved for various clients over
the years include inappropriate
selection, improper installation
specifications, yellowing marble floors, loose tiles, cladding
falling from a building, historical building restoration, monument stain removal, flooding
restoration, slip and fall hazards, and stone fabrication issues as well as environmental
health and safety concerns, including accidents and deaths by
stone slabs.
“Having a west coast office
allows us to better serve our clients, reducing cost for our clients,” says Fred Hueston. “We
are looking forward to this new
office to be opened in mid-August of 2021.”
For more information please
visit www.stoneforensics.com .

INCREASE
CUTTING
CAPACITY
BY 40%
5 AXIS BRIDGE SAW WITH TILTING TABLE
ROTATING HEAD - MITER CUTTING - CORE DRILLING - ROUTERING

The complete solution for your fabricating
needs with the perfect combo!
120-220
L/F
PER HOUR

FLAT, SMALL RADIUS AND BEVEL EDGES
MITER CUT OR GRIND MATERIAL THICKNESS RANGE OF 1/4" - 1-1/4"

LCR-7233-OV
1590 E. HIGHWOOD, PONTIAC,MI48340 248-853-9000Steve@marmo-na.com

NBGQA Votes to Merge with NSI
Continued from page 12

“Yesterday’s home
runs don’t win
today’s games.”
– Babe Ruth

NBGQA board president
Greg Flint (Coldspring) commented: “This is an opportunity
through consolidation to further
strengthen the industry and create a uniform voice for natural
stone. The NBGQA has had a
proud century-long history, but

the time is right to align our resources with the Natural Stone
Institute.”
Natural
Stone
Institute
board
president
Michael
Picco (PICCO Engineering)
shared: “We are excited to see
this merger occur as it will
strengthen the industry’s ability
to further advance several key

industry initiatives. We’ve been
working alongside the NBGQA
and its members for several
years which makes this merger
a natural transition. The quarrying sector will benefit from the
initiatives underway.”
To learn more about ongoing quarry advocacy efforts

and initiatives underway, visit
www.naturalstoneinstitute.org/
naquarryadvocacy.
The National Building Granite
Quarries Association (NBGQA)
was founded over a century ago
with approximately 12 original member granite companies
which included most of the major building granite quarriers in
the United States at that time.
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STRONGER. SAFER. SMARTER.

HEAVY DUTY FABRICATION TABLE - HDT84M

STRONGER SUPPORT FOR FABRICATION

WWW.GROVES.COM

SALES@GROVES.COM

Brie Pfannenbecker
Receives 2021 Women in
Stone Pioneer Award

B

rie Pfannenbecker is the recipient of the 2021 Women
in Stone Pioneer Award.
In a letter supporting Brie
Pfannenbecker for the Women in
Stone Pioneer Award, Coldspring’s
Kathy Spanier described her as
an accomplished leader and role
model for women in the business
world, who represents the spirit of
this award in every aspect.
Starting out in their family business as a counter sales representative, Brie was challenged by
dealing with some prejudice that
a woman selling to contractors
and homeowners could encounter.
Brie’s knowledge of product and
production, along with her strength
of character, always persevered.
Her knowledge increased and she
went on to work in almost every
department at Connecticut Stone,

Brie Pfannenbecker, 2021
Women in Stone Pioneer

always facilitating change in the
organization to improve processes
and efficiency and stay compliant
with evolving government regulations. Today, Brie is Vice President
of Operations at the 70-year-old
company, proving herself and her
capabilities at all times.

800.991.2120

Throughout her 21 years in the
industry, Brie has remained as dedicated to her family as she has to
her profession. Family businesses
are common in the stone industry
and as such, present a unique set of
issues and circumstances in addition to the day to day business at
hand. Brie has participated in many
roundtable discussions on this
topic, sharing her insights and perspectives that have helped others,
including being a champion advocate for advancing women within
the industry and inspiring others to
be better.
Brie has been instrumental in
organizing and developing the
Natural Stone Institute’s Women in
Stone initiative, serving as the first
chair of its Steering Committee.
She has led the charge to establish some of their most successful projects, including a Dress for
Success charitable donation, the
Empowerment Scholarship, and
several live educational events and
workshops.

Please turn to page 18

NKBA Kitchen & Bath
Market Outlook Reports
Overall Industry Growth
Continued from page 14

Key Takeaways
From the Report:
• Industry revenues continue
to be revised upward. The latest
forecast, calling for $170.9 billion, is almost 8 percent higher
than the initial 2021 estimate, and
over 21 percent above the $140.8
billion for 2020.
• High-end projects are leading
the growth. While small and midlevel projects are increasing, the
highest levels are surging, and are
now expected to exceed 2020 by
28 percent versus the initial forecast of just under 20 percent.
• More homeowners plan to
increase their home improvement discretionary spending
than that of any other category.
Specifically, 30 percent plan to

boost spending for home remodeling versus 20 percent or less for
eating out, entertaining, travel or
health.
• Kitchen and bath projects
are extremely popular, and rank
Number 1 and Number 2 in 2021
home improvement plans among
a dozen home areas offered.
Fifty-five percent who plan a remodel will be doing so for their
kitchens, 40 percent for their primary baths, with exteriors, patios/decks and primary bedrooms
rounding out the top five at lower
levels.
NKBA Research is included
in the cost of membership, and
members may download this and
any of its exclusive reports at no
additional charge. Non-members
may purchase this study through
the NKBA website, NKBA.org .
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The Stone Detective
Help! My Grout Has Worms!
Frederick M. Hueston, PhD

I

was on my to the vet, to
take my chihuahua in for
a checkup. What I wasn’t
expecting is that she had a case
of worms. Now, that’s not
usually funny (especially for the
dog), but as I was leaving the
vet’s office with worm meds, my
phone rang.

The voice on the other end of
was frantic. The lady was crying
and screaming at her kids, while
trying to explain to me about the
issue she had with grout in her
shower. So basically, all I heard
was her yelling at the kids —
“Get out of there and stop playing with them!”
Playing with what? I thought.
Well, kids are kids, and I assumed they were playing in the
bathtub, or worst-case scenario,
the toilet. All of a sudden she
yelled, “OH, my goodness…
They’re alive?”

The first thing I
thought of was that scene
in Young Frankenstein
where Gene Wilder
yells, “IT’S ALIVE!’
Well, that got my attention. She may have
been hysterical, but
managed to convey that
“they” were crawling all over the
place, and she didn’t know what
to do. I tried calming her down
to find out what creature she was
talking about. She said, “I have
worms.”
Well, my first reaction was to
tell her to go to the doctor and get
some meds. But as you’ve probably guessed she was talking about
worms in her shower. Well, this
was a first for me. I’ve seen all
kinds of things in this business,
but I have never heard of worms.
She insisted that I come over and
take a look at it. I almost told her
she needed to call an exterminator

instead, but I had to see this for
myself. So, there was no way of
worming myself out of this one.
(Sorry, I couldn’t resist.)
I told her I could be there
first thing the next morning.
After all, the early bird gets
the… never mind. I better stop
with the puns before I open
a can of worms. OK— I’ll
stop. Really.
The next morning I headed
over to the worm lady’s
house. I pulled up and
she and her kids were
sitting on the front
porch. When she saw me pull up,
she ran out to me and was still in
hysterics. She kept repeating, “I
can’t go in there.”
Well, that wasn’t creepy, at all.
Actually, it was all I could do to
keep from laughing, but I composed myself, and asked her to
show me where “they” were.
She pointed to the front door and
told me to go upstairs, and it was
down the hall.
I walked up the stairs and into
the bath, opened the shower door
and there they were. They were
indeed crawling all over the place.
If I hadn’t seen it, I wouldn’t

marched back down the steps and
told the lady she had worms from
a fly known as a drain fly. The
drain fly lays its eggs in moist areas like a shower drain and the
larvae crawl out of the drain looking for food. I told her there was
an easy fix: Pour in 1/2 cup of salt
and 1/2 cup of baking soda plus
a cup of white vinegar. Allow it
to work its magic overnight then
flush the drain with hot or boiling
water the next morning. This will
sanitize the drain and kill the flies
and their eggs.
Another case solved, and it’s
one for the books. Now, I can add
exterminator to my resume.

There are days when my job is
more like the plot of a B-grade
horror flick. Yep, those things
are just what they look like –
but there’s a solution…

have believed it. I took out my
phone and took a pic and a video.
(Seriously. The video is posted on
my Facebook page if you would
like to see it.)
Luckily for me, I did some research before I headed out, so I

The Stone Detective is a fictional character created by Dr.
Frederick M. Hueston, PhD, written to entertain and educate. Dr.
Fred has written over 33 books on
stone and tile installations, fabrication and restoration and also
serves as an expert for many legal
cases across the world. Fred has
also been writing for the Slippery
Rock Gazette since 1997.
Send your comments to
fhueston@stoneforensics.com.

Power Through EVERY Job with
SKIL SPT79-00 7” Wet-Cutting
Worm Drive Skilsaw
for Concrete

SKIL SPT79A-10 7”
Walk Behind Wet-Cutting
Worm Drive Skilsaw
for Concrete

When there’s concrete to conquer,
the concrete Worm Drive Skilsaw
makes the job a whole lot easier.
Cuts WET or DRY.

NOAW
BLE!

L
AVAI

Item# 68006

Item# 68005

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

800-575-4401
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NTCA Announces Awards
Recipients from Coverings

T

Brad Denny, Vice-President
of Nichols Tile and Terrazzo
receives the 2021 Tile Person of
the Year award, presented by
Martin Brookes, 2020 NTCA Tile
Person of the Year.

he
National
Tile
Contractors Association
(NTCA) honored numerous members and scholarship
winners during a special in-person
awards ceremony on Thursday,
July 8th at the Coverings trade
show held in Orlando, Florida.

Continued from page 16

“It was so exciting to be able
to gather together again this year
to celebrate our recipients,” said
NTCA Executive Director Bart
Bettiga. “Coverings is a special
event and we are delighted to be
a sponsoring association of the
show.”
Brad Denny, Vice President
of Nichols Tile and Terrazzo of
Joelton, Tennessee, was honored as the NTCA Tile Person
of the Year. Denny was cited
for his work on the ANSI A108
subcommittee and the NTCA
Apprenticeship Program, as well
as being a mentor to younger
members of the association and
a positive influencer on social
media. 2020 NTCA Tile Person
of the Year Martin Brookes, of
Heritage Marble & Tile, Inc.,
Mill Valley, Calif., presented the
award.
NTCA presented a Special
Recognition Award to Lee and
Jane Callewaert of Dragonfly
Tile and Stone in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, and Joshua Nordstrom
of Tierra Tile in Homer, Alaska.
The three collaborated with
NTCA on a special virtual artisanship project that was assembled throughout the week and
streamed live from Dragonfly’s
studio in Wisconsin to attendees
in the Coverings Lounge.
In the Residential category,
Leo Reynaga of Visalia Tile and
Stone of Visalia, California, and
Ferid Hasic (Commercial category) of Grazzini Brothers of
Minneapolis, Minnesota, were
honored as the Second Annual
NTCA Craftspersons of the Year.
The award was announced in
2020, but both craftsmen were
honored for installation excellence at the 2021 show.

Brie Pfannenbecker
Receives 2021 Women in
Stone Pioneer Award

An NTCA Special Recognition Award was presented to Lee and Jane
Callewaert of Dragonfly Tile and Stone In Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
and Joshua Nordstrom of Tierra Tile in Homer, Alaska for a virtual
artisanship project assembled live and broadcast during Coverings.

Kathy Spanier credits Brie for
providing structure and leadership in developing the Women in
Stone program to what it is today.
She applauds Brie’s commitment:
even after she completed her time
as chair, she didn’t stop serving.
She stayed on, helped, and mentored the group.
Brie coordinated many of the
WIS events that created greater
awareness for the group. With her
insight and knowledge of the industry, she developed the Project
Model program at Coverings into
an innovative way to educate attendees, while also increasing exposure to Natural Stone Institute
member companies. By utilizing
the exhibition hall before show
hours, it allowed uninterrupted
access to member experts who
demonstrated aspects of finishing
and installing stone on a residential project.
Kim Dumais relates Brie’s leadership, guidance, and humility to

setting a roadmap, which allowed
a group of women to set forth
the programs to implement the
Women in Stone vision. She adds,
“Brie is not someone to take credit,
but rather is one to be a principal
component in the big picture.”
Natural Stone Institute CEO
Jim Hieb feels it would be difficult to imagine what the Women
in Stone program would be like if
it hadn’t been for Brie’s early leadership. “Today there are so many
programs that women in the natural stone industry can take advantage of: the mentorship program,
the networking, the education.
And Brie was there from the very
start.”
Brie continues to be a tireless
volunteer and is always the first to
raise her hand to help, whether at
her children’s school, within her
business, or for Women in Stone.
She continues a passionate and
committed dedication to advancing women in the stone industry.
Learn more at www.naturalstone
institute.org/pioneeraward .

The second annual NTCA Craftsperson of the Year Award,
Residential category was presented to Leo Reynaga (center) of
Visalia Tile and Stone, Visalia, California.
From left: 2021 Tom Ade Ceramic Tile Scholarship recipients
Chris Walker, Jacob Fox, and Amanda Mourelatos.

Tom Ade Scholarships

The NTCA Craftsperson of the Year Award, Commercial category,
was presented to Ferid Hasic (center) of Grazzini Brothers,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Three deserving students were
named as the 2021 NTCA Tom
Ade Ceramic Tile Scholarship
recipients and each received a
$5,000 scholarship. Jacob Fox
– son of Kevin and Jolene Fox,
Fox Tile, St., Marys, Kansas,
Christopher Walker, son of
Christopher and Elena Walker of
David Allen Company, Raleigh,
North Carolina, and Amanda
Mourelatos, daughter of John and

Valerie Mourelatos, Mourelatos
Tile, Tucson, Arizona, were honored for outstanding academic
and community achievement in
their respective communities with
these awards.
NTCA is a leading trade association in the ceramic tile industry
with more than 1,500 members,
representing thousands of tile and
stone installers. Visit www.tileassn.com for more information.

Las Vegas. TISE, along with the awards program sponsors, host the “Best Of” Award programs to
celebrate industry innovation and ingenuity, and the manufacturers’ contributions to the floor covering,
stone, and tile industry.
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TISE Announces Best Of
Event & Product Awards

T

he International Surface
Event (TISE): SURFACES
I StonExpo/Marmomac
I TileExpo, chose the “Best Of”
Awards Program winners for TISE
2021 at the latest event, June 16-18
in Las Vegas. TISE, along with
the awards program sponsors, host
the “Best Of” Award programs to
celebrate industry innovation and
ingenuity, and the manufacturers’
contributions to the floor covering,
stone, and tile industry.
“We are proud that The
International Surface Event is the
annual home for manufacturers and
suppliers to meet face-to-face with
their customers, their friends and
their industry peers. Every year,
it is very apparent the incredible
amount of work that exhibitors put
towards creating products and services for industry professionals to
be successful with their businesses.
Their diligent efforts improve the
offerings our industries can provide the world and we are honored

to award these efforts each year!
Congratulations to all the 2021
award winners!” said Dana Hicks,
Show Director for TISE, Informa
Markets.
The “Best Of” Awards is an annual awards program for exhibiting companies whose product,
program, service, and/or business
practice are considered to be “Best
Of” in their class. For 2021, awards
were segmented into four categories: Innovation, Style & Design,
Sustainability, and Technology.
Award winners are determined
by a panel of judges appointed
by the official publication sponsors. Winners were announced
and awarded at The International
Surface Event on June 17, 2021.

Celebrate with the award winners by watching the
2021 Award Highlight Video.
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Picking Up
the Spare
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Congratulations
to all the
2021 award winners!” ~
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balls.
Dana Hicks, Show Director, The International Surface
Event, Informa Markets
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Wagner Meters, Concrete Moisture
Test Starter Kit+ with Rapid RHL6
• Best of SURFACES Style &
Design — Johnson Hardwood,
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Thanks to Our Sponsors

Become a Member and take advantage of our upcoming Benchmarking Program.
See where your business excels and where improvements could be made.

WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME?
Financial insights into Sales Mix, Direct & Indirect Labor, Direct Material Costs, SG&A
Expenses, FTE, Rework, Wages and more...
Helps you gauge and grow your business based on peer-to-peer comparisons.
Centralized benchmark software developed specifically for our organization & industry.
Data storage for future reporting analytics.

www.rockheadsusa.com | Jon Kaplan 216-310-1569
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Proof that
Hoarding Can
Be Useful
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When you need to cut fast, cut consistently,
and strike at your production, Viper Vibora

is ready to get to work.

i
V

Unique 25mm
segments have
a fang pattern,
a diamond array
that lasts, with the
ability to cut natural
and engineered
stone with speed!
• Consistently Cuts with Fast Speeds and Long Life
• Cuts Natural and Engineered Stone
• Miters: Reduce Feed Rate by 30 percent
• Available in 14”, 16”, and 18”
• 25mm Segments
• Wet Use Only

will be the bridge saw blade

that you need and trust.
www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

Hide-andSeek Python

A

uthorities say they’ve been
searching for a 12-foot python that escaped from its enclosure inside Louisiana’s largest
shopping mall.
Cara, a yellow and white
Burmese python, slithered out
of her enclosure at the Blue Zoo

800-575-4401

early that Wednesday morning, WBRZ-TV reported, after
a search overnight, when such
snakes are most active.
“While we’ve created a very
secure home for Cara, our
Burmese Python, she has slithered out of her exhibit,” the Blue
Zoo said in a statement. “Cara is
a non-poisonous, friendly snake
in the Mall of Louisiana in Baton that enjoys her time interacting
Rouge one Tuesday, news outlets with guests during our Snake
reported. She was still on the loose Education Shows.”

Pythons slowly squeeze their
prey to death before swallowing them. Cara was described
as “very sweet” by her handlers,
who released a photo of the
animal.
The Blue Zoo — which bills itself as “more than an aquarium,
more than a zoo” — was closed
that Tuesday while search efforts continued, but the Mall of
Louisiana remained open.

A

pristine, unopened copy
of Nintendo’s Super
Mario 64 has sold at auction
for $1.56 million.
Heritage Auctions in Dallas
said that the 1996 game sold
one Sunday, breaking its previous record price for the sale of
a single video game.
A spokesman did not immediately respond to an inquiry
about who purchased the game.
Super Mario 64 was the
best-selling game on the
Nintendo 64 and the first to
feature the Mario character in
3D, the auction house said in a
statement.
The sale follows an unopened copy of Nintendo’s The
Legend of Zelda selling at auction one Friday for $870,000.
Valarie McLeckie, Heritage’s
video game specialist, said the
auction house was shocked to
see a game sell for more than
a $1 million two days after
the Zelda game broke its past
record.
In April, the auction house
sold an unopened copy of
Nintendo’s Super Mario Bros.
that was bought in 1986 and
forgotten about in a desk
drawer for $660,000.

“Only two things are
infinite: the universe
and human stupidity –
and I’m not sure about
the former.”
— Albert Einstein
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Saddle Up for ISFA's

ANNUAL
CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 18-20, 2021
AT RANCHO DE LOS CABALLEROS
A LUXURY DUDE RANCH IN SUNNY ARIZONA

REGISTER TODAY AT WWW.ISFANOW.ORG
REGISTRATION INCLUDES:
ACCOMMODATIONS (2 NIGHTS)

AWARDS RECEPTION

ALL MEALS

LEISURE ACTIVITIES INCLUDING

WELCOME RECEPTION

A HAYRIDE & COWBOY COOKOUT

SPEAKERS & EDUCATIONAL SESSIONS

AND MORE!

NEW PRODUCT ROUNDUP

SPACE IS
LIMITED!

ISFA'S ANNUAL CONFERENCE IS PROUDLY SPONSORED BY:
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Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner
Finishing Stone from the Quarry

W

Photos by Bob Murrell

Most stone is quarried using diamond wire saws, diamond chain
saws, explosives, or splitting
type machines (and even by hand
with wedges). Once the stone is
in block form, it is then cut using diamond slab saws or split (in
the case of slate and other similar
stones). What used to take days
now takes a few hours.
When the stone is in its final
dimension (slab or tile), then the

finishing process begins. Coarse
grits are used to smooth out the
diamond saw marks left behind
from the previous process. These
can be silicon carbide or diamond, depending on the stone being worked and machine being
used.
Multiple-head automatic line
finishing machines or radial arm
machines are typically used to
finish both slab and tile material.
The automatic line machines will
use metal bond diamonds to rectify or gauge the material first.
Once the material is within the
specified thickness tolerance, the

hen slab or tile stone is
quarried and worked,
it is generally worked
from coarse to fine for the desired
level of finish. It sounds fairly
procedural but there are many
issues that must be dealt with,
especially with regards to “in the
field” work.

Bob Murrell

M3 Technologies

This large block saw does in hours what used to take
days of patient effort.

next heads will begin to grind and
hone and ultimately polish the
material, if that is the desired finish. If a honed finish is desired,
the process will stop at that predetermined level of sheen and
color. Honed materials are becoming more and more popular.
I personally like a hone to be at
about a 200 grit to 400 grit finish,
depending on the material. When
we hone in the field, it is somewhat subjective and can be customized to the client’s preference.
So, when we are honing, we
are actually smoothing the material with finer and finer scratches.
When moving from a 60 grit
scratch to a 120 grit scratch, we
must essentially replace the 60
grit scratch with the 120 grit pattern, and consistency is the key to
success. Remember, we are replacing the previous scratch pattern with the new scratch pattern.
As I’ve said in past articles, I
consider grinding to be 120 grit
and below, honing is anything
over 120 grit to about an 800 grit,
and polishing begins above 800
grit. These are my opinions, but
you are welcome to adopt them.
When we carry out the smoothing process, and as we go higher
in the grit scheme, the scratch
level gets finer and finer, and
therefore also reduces the surface
area. This takes us from the stage
of diffusion (ambient light being
scattered) to the beginning stages
of reflection (light being directed
back to the eye). We can quantify the amount of light reflection with the use of a gloss meter.
However, it is the eye that must
ultimately be appeased. Most
honed projects will give some
light reflection on an oblique angle (looking across the surface),
but not on a perpendicular angle
(looking straight down).
Implementing the above processes in the field is the Restoration
& Maintenance Contractor’s specialty. We have it a little different
than the processing plants. They
have more highly technical equipment in many cases, but we have
a different environment entirely,
which they don’t have to consider. We have walls with baseboards, grout lines, lippage and
vertical surfaces, not to mention
Lippage is just one of the many
installation variables that processing plants don’t have to
consider.

That’s a wrap! This protective masking took an experienced technician well over an hour — time well spent. Be aware that water and
slurry can penetrate even the best prepped areas, and you’ll need to
change wraps and masking with each day’s work.

the furniture issue and adjacent
sensitive surfaces. Most every
process we conduct will require at
least one person, whereas the processing plant has some automation in most finishing processes,
nowadays. We have to use caution with water usage and capture
the waste, where the factory can
use copious amounts and even filter, then recycle it.
Has anyone ever had to move
a client’s furniture to access areas of the project? I bet you have,
even though we try to avoid this
and have it done before we arrive (if nothing else, for liabilities
sake). However, this issue inevitably comes up now and then.

can be held under tape and plastic, which can cause damage on
certain surfaces. So, in major
projects where large amounts of
water must be used, like in lippage removal, for example, the
tape becomes saturated and must
be replaced frequently.

How much time do we spend on
prep work, taping and draping off
adjacent sensitive areas? Doing it
right can take up a good portion
of a morning’s work. And, it may
have to be done several times, depending the number of days the
project area will take. Water and
slurry can penetrate even the best
prepped areas and must be replaced (sometimes daily) as water

• Honing — smoothing, through
to a finer surface scratch pattern –
the higher the grit, the more light
reflection and color increases –>
120 grit through about 800 grit.

To summarize, let’s take a look
at the shaping and smoothing process descriptions:
• Grinding — heavy stock removal such as lippage removal,
shaping, coatings removal – typically requires larger amounts
of water usage (except for some
coatings removal processes) –> 6
grit through 120 grit.

• Polishing — smoothing to high
light reflectivity –> 800 grit to final polish procedure.
Please turn to page 23
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Stone Restoration and
Maintenance Corner

IMPROVE
YOUR CNC
TOOLING

Hercules CNC
Profile Tooling
Dressing Machine

The Hercules Tooling
Dressing Machine can
easily extend the life
of your CNC prolife
tools and make them
run true on natural
stone during the
fabrication process.
After dressing, the
diamonds are reopened and more
exposed to better
perform.

Item# 2333

W
E
NOR 2021

F

Continued from page 22

To sum this all up, as Restoration
and Maintenance Professionals,
we replicate in the field what the
processing and fabricating plants
do in the shop.
We have to go above and beyond the grinding, honing, and
polishing processes by tiptoeing
around expensive furniture, and
protecting sensitive decorative
adjacent surfaces. They are in a
shop environment while we do
the work in a million dollar home.
Not to mention that we must have
knowledge and experience on
many different type of stone and
masonry surfaces. But hey, that’s
why you get the big bucks, right?
LOL!
As always, I recommend submitting a test area to confirm both
the results and the procedure prior
to starting a stone or hard surface
restoration or maintenance project. Also, the best way to help
ensure success is by partnering

The challenge in this job was
moving from polished terrazzo
in one room to decorative tiles
in the next. Restoration Pros
must deal with many stone, ceramic, and masonry surfaces.

with a good distributor, like BB
Industries, that knows the business. They can help with technical support, product purchase
decisions, logistics, and other
pertinent project information.
Enjoy being with your family
and living life to the fullest!
Bob Murrell has worked in the
natural stone industry for over 40
years and is well known for his
expertise in natural stone, tile and
decorative concrete restoration
and maintenance. He helped develop some of the main products
and processes which revolutionized the industry, and is currently
the Director of Operations for M3
Technologies.

A Dressing Machine is vital to maximize your
CNC tooling efficiency:
•To run CNC tooling at Hyper Speeds, it is extremely important
to regularly dress your CNC tooling to maintain its shape
•The Hercules dresses tooling while your CNC is operating

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

800-575-4401
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Coming Full Circle with Continental Cut Stone
From Quarry Customer to Quarry Owner

R

ob Teel didn’t set out
to be a quarry owner. “I
got kind of painted into a
corner by a quarry operation that
told me halfway through a project
I couldn’t get any more stone for
about six months,” he recalls. “I
just wondered how I was supposed to run a business or finish
a project.”
He pondered his options for local limestone. “There were only a
handful of sources out there. One
of the sources was very expensive. One didn’t have good quality. One of the other guys wasn’t
interested in selling blocks,” he
says.
Sometimes the best way forward is to tackle obstacles
head-on, so Rob decided to buy
his own quarry. He describes the
new direction as, “get in or be at
the mercy of others.”
After being a stone dealer
and fabricator for 12 years,
Continental Cut Stone entered a
new chapter as a quarrier. More
than 20 years later, they’ve never
looked back.

Started Off Simple, But…
The quarry is in Lueders — a
small rural community in central Texas where outcrops of
pale limestone jut out along the
banks of the Brazos River. Within
those humble ledges is a worldclass building stone, the Lueders
Limestone. Rob’s initial intent
was to keep the operation simple.

Karin Kirk

usenaturalstone.com
Diagrams © Karin Kirk.
Photos Courtesy Continental Cut Stone

Continental Cut
Stone added the
Liberty Hill, Texas
quarry In 2009,
which produces the
Cordova Cream
and Cordova Shell
limestone.

“We opened the quarry just to
supply this one ledge block that
we’d been buying from other
people,” he says. But it didn’t
stay that way for long.
Rob recalls the progression of
the quarry. “We added a saw to
utilize some of these other ledges,
and then we added a chopper.
When we added a chopper, we
added another saw. Then we
added another saw and a chopper.
We put another saw in and we
added a truck scale and another
saw, and before you know it, it’s
a lot more moving parts.”

But progress didn’t stop there,
and Continental Cut Stone continued to expand. In 2009, the company added another limestone
quarry to its stable when they
re-opened a quarry near Liberty
Hill, Texas, that had been idled.
The quarry produces Cordova
Cream and Cordova Shell, the
latter featuring crisp imprints of
shell fossils.
Today Continental Cut Stone
employs 60 people in the two
quarries and a fabrication shop in
Florence, Texas. The diverse operations of the company are run

by husband-wife dynamo Rob
and Katherine Teel.
The added complexity is a business risk, but Katherine explains
the upside, “Unlike other providers of limestone, Continental Cut
Stone has our own quarries and
produces the limestone elements
in our fabrication mills. So, that
helps with cost effectiveness and
also control over the product.”
“The ability to control the
source is absolutely a benefit to
our customer,” Rob says. “We
get to choose the best material.”

Developing the Sustainability
Process, then Going
Through It
The Teel’s journey from quarry
customers to quarry owners is
one of several times the company
has been on different sides of the
same street.
The Natural Stone Sustainability
Standard (NSC/ANSI 373) is another example. When the standard was first adopted by the
Natural Stone Council in 2014,
Rob was one of the early proponents. “I’ve been part of the [sustainability standard] since the
beginning,” he says. The company officially earned certification to the standard in summer
2021.
Kristin Cannon is the Project
Coordinator at Continental Cut

Stone, a position that demands
a keen ability to balance many
projects at once, all while learning on the fly. Among her many
duties, Kristin has been responsible for shepherding the company
through the process of attaining the Natural Stone Institute’s
Sustainability Standard for their
Cordova quarry and their fabrication mill.
“Limestone is a very sustainable product in general,” Kristin
says. “We make a conscious effort to practice as sustainably as
we can.” This is doubly true for
the Cordova quarry, which is a
leased property. Among many
small-footprint practices, the
Cordova quarry uses reclaimed
water that settles in a small lake
on the property, and is pumped
back to the quarry for re-use.
“You don’t want to leave a major
impact on somebody else’s property, or on the earth in general,”
Kristin says.
Please turn to page 25
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Continental
Cut Stone
Continued from page 24

The sustainability certification
process involves measuring and
documenting energy use, water
use, waste output, land management, and community engagement. “We just had our onsite
audit a few weeks ago,” says
Kristin. The audit verifies the information submitted during the
application process, and helps
find ways to further lower the operational footprint. In this case,
“coming up with a couple of different options of ways we could
potentially reduce energy here at
the mill,” Kristin says. “It’s been
a very interesting process.”
“This certification will allow
us to have that extra stamp of approval.” Kristin says they can advise masons and architects that
“not only is our product sustainable, but we manufacture it in a
sustainable way.”
While Kristin manages the nittygritty of the sustainability certification, Rob and Katherine aim to

S eptember 2021 | 25
grow the program across the stone
industry. Rob hopes the sustainability program gets a wider following, because the more options
there are for architects to specify
certified stone, the more likely
they’ll do so.
In that vein, Katherine is pushing to build awareness about
how sustainable natural stone
can earn credits through certifications like the Living Building
Challenge and LEED. Using
material certified to the Natural
Stone Sustainability Standard is
among the many ways to earn
points within the LEED rating
system. Katherine has the energy
and drive to build bridges between different groups within the
larger sustainability arena. “I get
real passionate about it because
I think it’s a great program,” she
says. “I’m trying to build it as we
go.”

From Women as Outliers
To Women as Leaders
Katherine has formed strong
networks with allied associations
within the architecture and masonry communities. In much of
her work in the industry, she’s
been the sole woman on various

Buff splitface limestone
blocks, trimmed and dimensioned, and ready for use in
construction or hardscaping.

committees. “They are all very
male dominated,” she says.
She recalls being “so excited”
about the Women in Stone program, which strives to “recruit,
retain, and advance women in
this industry,” Katherine says.
She jumped into the program
with both feet, joined the steering committee and eventually
became chair of the mentorship

program. “Kathy Spanier started
that and then handed the reins
to me, which was awesome because she had done so much
work,” says Katherine enthusiastically. (You can read more about
Kathy’s pioneering work in sustainability and mentorship in
the www.SlipperyRockGazette.
net  Archives: search for Stronger
Together, published July 2018.)

TRENCH DRAINS • PITS • RAMPS
BRIDGE SAW WALLS • FLOORS
JIB CRANE FOOTINGS
MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

Protecting Your Investment!
SERVING ALL OF USA & CANADA SINCE 2005!

CALL 877.999.1175
or 404.543.0446

ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

SALES@ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

F U L LY I N S U R E D | A L L W O R K G U A R A N T E E D | A L L S T R U C T U R E S E N G I N E E R - D E S I G N E D

Katherine notes that similar
professional development programs are popping up in related
fields: “Women in architecture,
women in masonry, women in
stone,” she explains that these
professional associations “create
that bond and that camaraderie”
that may be lacking when you’re
the only woman at the conference
room table.
Naturally, Katherine guided
Kristin to the Women in Stone
mentoring program, and Aaron
Hicken (from Delta Stone in
Utah) mentored Kristin at the
start of her career. “Getting a
chance to learn from those people and having confidence knowing what I am talking about-- that
helps in dealing with outside customers, masons, whoever that
may be,” she says. “Even in the
short 5 years that I have been
here, it has made a huge difference in having the confidence to
work in the industry.”
Please turn to page 28
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MSI Extends Worldwide
Relief Efforts During Global
COVID-19 Pandemic

The Slippery Rock Marketplace
Patented Undermount Sink Clips

FAST. SIMPLE. SECURE.
www.sinkits.com

MS International, Inc. made many significant global
contributions during the COVID-19 pandemic.

MS

International,
Inc. (MSI), the
leading supplier of flooring, countertops, wall tile,
and hardscaping products, remains steadfast in
its philanthropic nature
during the global pandemic.
Throughout the last 18
months, MSI stayed dedicated and focused on others
and giving back globally.
The pandemic negatively
impacted many lives, and
MSI looked for ways to
make an overall positive
global impact. Here are
some significant relief efforts MSI contributed to
throughout the COVID-19
pandemic:
•Relief efforts throughout
the USA:
•400 Man hours dedicated to vaccination logistics and administration.
•MSI was one of the initial catalysts, vaccinating
over 15,000 people in the
USA.
•MSI distributed over
300,000 face masks and
50,000 face shields to hospitals, schools, and shelter
homes across the country.
•MSI distributed over
6,000 Chromebooks and
iPads to help public school
students (in 18 school districts), seniors, and other
individuals transition to
a digital world due to the
global pandemic.
Relief efforts throughout
India include:

•Using MSI’s global resourcing, MSI sourced and
distributed 13,000 oxygen
concentrators
•MSI donated funding
to manufacturing oxygen
plants
•MSI funded vaccines for
over 50,000 people
•Over 18 million lives
in India were positively
impacted through relief
efforts.
“MSI and the MSI Sarva
Mangal Family Trust donated and matched funds,
raising over 2.75 million towards COVID-19 relief efforts for the U.S. and India
by taking both short-term
and long-term strategies
to reduce the oxygen crisis
and step up India’s health
awareness and vaccination efforts,” said Raj Shah,
President for MSI. “We are
humbled to be part of such
a crucial effort of bringing
people together and helping front-line workers save
lives.”
To learn more about
MSI’s charitable contributions and community involvement, please visit
www.msisurfaces.com.
Founded in 1975, MSI is
a leading supplier of countertop, wall tile, and hardscaping products in North
America.. Headquartered
in Orange, California, MSI
also maintains over 30
state-of-the-art showrooms
and distribution centers
across the U.S. and Canada.

The unmatched
quality and durability
of Makita products
have earned the
trust of professional
users worldwide.

info@sinkits.com

We produce durable, easy-to-use stone
processing and handling equipment that
will help the stone fabricator increase
production while decreasing costs.

Makita 9565CV SJS

www.rye-corp.com

5” Industrial VS Grinder

MADE IN THE USA

www.makitatools.com

(417) 374-7373

FAB KING • HUSKY • PRISM MITER
RENEGADE • RYDRATOR • TILT-A-SLAB

i
V

There’s a new Viper in town
BBIndustriesLLC.com

www.wehausa.com
info@wehausa.com
1-877-315-4761
LOWER INSTALL COSTS

800-575-4401

“Every fab shop owner deserves
to have a business that makes
you money and also allows you
time to enjoy it...”
It starts with
a free
assessment...

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
REDUCE INJURIES

#NoLiftSystem

Visit our website for pricing
and more information

www.NoLiftSystem.com

See the No Lift System
in action on YouTube!

503.212.4034
Sales@NoLiftSystem.com

GET YOUR ASSESSMENT
https://fabricatorscoach.com/

Ed@FabricatorsCoach.com 864-328-6231
www.FabricatorsCoach.com
https://fabricatorscoach.com/

ENGINEERED. MACHINED. ASSEMBLED.
ALWAYS AMERICAN.

STRONGER. SAFER. SMARTER.

HEAVY DUTY FABRICATION
TABLE - HDT84M

STRONGER SUPPORT FOR FABRICATION
WWW.GROVES.COM

SALES@GROVES.COM

800.991.2120

omnicubed.com (530) 748-3120

Omni_SRG_AT2_Marketplace_AD_v2_120820

Financing dependent on credit parameters.
Loans made or arranged pursuant to a
California Financing Law license.

TRENCH DRAINS • PITS • RAMPS • BRIDGE SAW WALLS
FLOORS • JIB CRANE FOOTINGS •MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

Fast. Flexible. Financing.
Ascentium.Info/Rock2021
Financing dependent on credit parameters.
Loans made or arranged pursuant to a California Financing Law license.

CALL 877.999.1175 or 404.543.0446
ROCKCRETEUSA.COM

SALES@ROCKCRETEUSA.COM
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The Slippery Rock Classifieds
For Sale

WANTED

2003 Marmo Elettro Meccanica
Dynamica Bridge Saw. Condition is
“Used.” Programmable cutting saw for
marble and granite. Motorized turning saw
head for cross cuts. Tilting and Rotating
Table. Can email pictures upon request.
Machine available for inspection. Email
info@emco-williams.com .
___________

Benetti belt
saw for use in
quarry, with or
without tracks,
running or
not running.

Help Wanted

Contact Mike Solari
Phone: 802 770 2994
mike@vtverde.com

D
L
O

S

LPI Customer Support Technician. We
are looking to fill a Customer Support
Technician position in our Chicagoland
(Romeoville, IL) corporate office immediately. This position focuses primarily on
providing exceptional product support to
our customer base. No prior knowledge of
our products is required. Once hired, training will be provided on standard functionality and troubleshooting issues relating to
our laser measuring systems. Phone: 630343-4988, or send resume to bstoiber@
laserproductsus.com .
___________

2021 Classified
Ad Deadlines
October 2021 Deadline:
Friday, August 20, 2021
November 2021Deadline:
Friday, September 24, 2021
December 2021 Deadline:
Friday, October 22, 2021
Use the online form at www.slipperyrock
gazette.net/listingform to submit your ads.
You will be sent a confirmation email.
Maximum of 70 words or less per ad. All
classified ads must be typed. Please review
all your ad info before submitting.

Installer and Fabricator Wanted.
The overall responsibility of the
installer includes overseeing and coordinating the installation of the stone
to meet the customer’s satisfaction.
Contact Italian Marble and Granite,
Email: khora@italianmarbleinc.com
Phone: 716-741-1800.
___________

Troubleshooting
pitting and spalling,
moisture and rust
damage will be
covered in Dr. Fred’s
4-day, in-depth
class.

• Learn physical and chemical
testing, troubleshoot problems
• Earn Up to $300 per hour
• Includes class manual & three
technical calls to Dr. Fred

Call 321-514-6845

Visit www.stoneforensics.com

IGLOO 640 X 450 100t
$56,300.00 USD
While Supplies Last

EXW Whitehall, NY
•110 TON SPLITTING FORCE
• 25.2” BLADE LENGTH
• 17.72” SPLITTING HEIGHT

Countertop Template Technician. $35
Hour Cape Cod. This position will be
responsible for accurately measuring and
creating templates for residential projects
using an LT-2D3D digital laser template
machine. Ideally, the Countertop Template
Technician will have construction experience, stone experience, and be able to
determine if worksite conditions are suitable for stone installation. Projects include
fireplaces, countertops, bathroom vanities and custom fabrications; person must
be very well versed and able to do custom projects. Contact: Fabio DeOliviera,
fabio@globalcapecod.com .
___________
Lead Installer. Paramount Granite
and Marble in Valdosta, Georgia is
currently looking to hire Experienced
Stone Countertop Installation Crew
Leader. Minimum 5 years of Stone
Countertop Installation experience
required. This position offers competitive pay, a comprehensive benefits package, relocation assistance
offered to the right qualified candidate.
Contact: Tony Garcia, (229) 244-4992.
Please send resume to jobs@paramount
granitemarble.com. Do not reply if
you do not meet our prerequisite for
employment.
___________

Become a Stone & Tile Inspector
Stone Forensics is now offering its
popular Stone Inspection Seminar
as an affordable, self guided PowerPoint presentation.
Take Dr Fred’s Stone and Tile Inspection course and learn how to
take your skills to the next level as
a certified stone inspector. Evaluate
installations, understand crack propagation, troubleshoot failures, learn
problem solving for stain removal,
efflorescence, lippage, and more.

• 11 KW PUMP UPGRADE
• 5.05” PER SECOND DESCENT
• 6.49” PER SECOND RETRACT
• TESTED and PRESSURES SET PRIOR TO SHIPMENT (518) 499-0602
• CURRENTLY IN STOCK, WHITEHALL, NY 12887

ApexEquipIntl@Aol.com

www.ApexEquipmentInternational.com

Thassos White Marble
Buy factory direct. We ship all over the U.S.
WOOD’S POWR-GRIP®
VACUUM LIFTERS & HAND CUPS
 Specifically designed for safety
 Every product is
individually tested and
approved before shipping
 USA Manufacturer
Complies with ANSI standards
Visit WPG.com or call 800.548.7341
for more information on WPG’s
stone-handling products.

Chew 32 Times Before Swallowing

AN

Ohio State Highway
Patrol
trooper
successfully performed the
Heimlich maneuver after a man
allegedly attempted to swallow
a bag of cannabis when he was
pulled over for speeding.

Ohio State Police Sgt. Ray
Santiago said the traffic stop
occurred on July 3 in Portage
County, Ohio.
Trooper Charles Hoskin conducted a traffic stop for a vehicle that was allegedly traveling
94 MPH in a 70 MPH zone,

Buy from the #1 U.S. Source for White Thassos since 1988!
We produce the whitest Thassos, available in 2cm & 3cm
slabs, and in 12 x 12, 12 x 24, 18 x 18 and 24 x 24 tiles, with
over 150,000 sq. feet of inventory in our Houston warehouse.

32 YEARS Call for more information
Serving T. 713-521-1414
F. 713-521-2206
YOU

Offering Premium White
and Semi-White Marble

2502 Dunlavy • Houston, Texas 77006

www.eurostonemarble.com

WEWS-TV reported.
Dash camera video posted to the
Ohio State Police Twitter account
shows Hoskin asking if the driver
could breathe before helping him
out of the car and performing the
Heimlich. The man expelled a
plastic baggie bag of marijuana
and apologized to the officer.

After the man recovered,
Hoskins asked, “Do you want to
die over a minor misdemeanor?”
The man received citations for
speeding and failing to wear a
seatbelt, according to Santiago.
The man also received a summons for marijuana possession
and was released at the scene.
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Continental
Cut Stone

Left & Bottom: dropping a shelf
of high-quality, durable Superior
Northern granite. The stone
cleaves into large blocks with
few fissures, and is a suitable replacement for concrete outdoor
projects such as large-format retaining walls and seating benches.

Continued from page 25

Building a Business,
Then Building the Industry
Texas does things in a big way,
and their stone industry is no exception. As the state’s population
grows, so too does the demand
for building materials. In the
Lueders area, when Rob opened
his first quarry, “there were eight
or nine operations,” he says, “and
now there’s close to twenty.”
“I’m happy to be part of an
economy that’s soaring right
now,” Rob says. “It’s truly rewarding and challenging at the
same time. I love what I do.”
But Rob and Katherine’s interests go farther than their own
company, and yet again they find
themselves coming full circle.
“We hope to be one of those companies that tries to give back to
the industry,” says Rob.
Katherine is on the Natural
Stone Institute’s Sustainability
Committee and has been
on the board of the Central
Texas Masonry Contractors
Association, in addition to her
leadership role in the Women in
Stone program.
Rob served on the Natural Stone
Council board for over 12 years
including a stint as Chairman of
the Board. Previous to that he was
President of the Building Stone
Institute. “We put a lot of effort
and time into national initiatives,
and I think being involved is important for all of us.”
Katherine acknowledges that
time spent on industry-wide efforts takes time away from their
own business. “We’re just super
honored and privileged to be as
active as we are,” she says. “But,
it’s for everybody. It’s for the
industry.”

Sea Level Rises,
Sea Level Falls
Continental Cut Stone’s two
quarries both contain limestones,
but they come from completely
different times in Earth’s history. The Lueders quarry contains
smooth, uniform, fine-grained
limestone that ranges from pale
grey to warm tan. These rocks are
from the early Permian Period,
around 280 million years ago.

The landscape at that time was a
low-lying coastal area that was a
mixture of rivers, deltas, and inland seas. The limestone ledges
within the Lueders Formation
formed during periods when shallow water covered the landscape.
Not long after that, seas departed
from Texas and a more arid environment took shape. At this
same time, all of the world’s continents managed to collide into
each other, forming one colossal
landmass called Pangea. Texas
became landlocked within the supercontinent and red desert sands
swept over the limestone layers.
Fast forward 150 million years

named stone, teeming with coiled
gastropods and ridged clamshells.
The stone is literally full of life,
requiring no imagination to envision the bustling marine environment that inhabited central Texas
to the Cretaceous Period, when at that time.
the Cordova Cream and Cordova
Shell limestones were formed. The
Through all the restless pulses
Cretaceous Period, as any 9 year and cycles of the Earth, rocks are
old will tell you, is when dino- left behind as testament to past
saurs were around. Sure enough, events. For some, stone is a docuthe layers just below the Cordova mentation of the twists and turns
limestones are famous for their di- in our planet’s history. To others,
nosaur tracks, as the beasts wan- it’s a ready-made building madered around muddy tidal flats, terial. But a stone like Cordova
leaving deep footprints behind. Shell can satisfy either audience;
Then sea level crept higher once it’s a building stone that showagain, and rich marine life pop- cases our planet’s history while
ulated the seas. Cordova Cream also serving as a wall, a bench,
has faint patterns from undersea or a classical Tuscan column.
currents, and is made of ooids, Natural stone truly is the best of
which are small, sand-like pellets both worlds.
of lime. Cordova Shell is an aptly

Karin Kirk is a geologist and
science educator with over 20
years of experience and brings a
different perspective to the stone
industry. Karin is a regular contributor to usenaturalstone.org
and the Slippery Rock Gazette.
Contact her at karinkirk@gmail.
com .
Note: This article is part of a
series about American quarries.
If you work for a quarry that’s
a member of the Natural Stone
Institute and you’d like your
quarry to be featured here, contact Karin Kirk. Thank you!
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THE PERFECT PAIR
Robo SawJet And Miter X

Robo SawJet

Miter X

Save Up to 20% On Material And At Least 70% On
Labor
Small Footprint, Single Table Is Upgradeable to
Second Table to Double Production
Fastest, Most Productive and Accurate Sawjet
Available
Lowest Cost of Ownership of Any Sawjet

Increase Production in Shop
Produce Quality Miters Quickly
Reduce Downstream Labor
Tighter Vein Flow Increases Quality

www.BACAsystems.com
8 5 5 - 8 4 7 - 7 3 3 0

101 PREMIER DRIVE
ORION TOWNSHIP, MI 48359
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SAVE MONEY AND TIME!!!
NO DOWN TIME CLEANING SLUDGE PITS
4-5 YEAR PAYBACK - THEN FREE WATER

LAMELLAR WATER
CLARIFICATION PLANTS

66 GPM (250 LPM)

105 GPM (400 LPM)

Both Systems Include:

• Flocculant Unit
• Coagulant Unit
• Submersible Pump
• Relaunching Pump
- 66 GPM = 4 HP
- 105 GPM = 5 ½ HP
• Sludge Dehydrator Bag System
• Filter Bags
- 66 GPM includes 1 bag
- 105 GPM includes 2 bags

CALL

1-877-315-4761
for pricing
and availability

Fully loaded systems
include Delivery & Installation
What makes Filter Project
a better choice than other
water clarifier systems?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flocculant Unit

Lamellar Pack - Wavy Dividers

Double chemical system for
cleaner water
Siemens parts
Pedrollo pumps/motors
Items stocked in US
Free remote service available
US based technician for better
customer service

Sludge Dehydrator Bag
System

Control Panel

Relaunching Pump

HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED = 20+ YEARS

All Filter Project Lamellar Water plants are built using sturdy, first quality materials and ground breaking techniques.
Water clarification plants play an ever-increasing role in running a productive and profitable stone fabrication or
processing enterprise.

www.wehausa.com

info@wehausa.com
Everything for the Stone Industry
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2021 NTCA Five-Star Project of the Year
Awards Announced at Coverings

T

he National Tile Contractors
Association
(NTCA)
awarded three NTCA Five-Star
Project of the Year awards to
NTCA Five-Star Contractor
members during a live awards
ceremony on Thursday, July 8 at
the Coverings trade show, held in
Orlando, Florida.

The awards were sponsored
by Daltile, and were an opportunity to showcase craftsmanship. Projects were judged on
scope, complexity, technical
soundness and presentation, in
the Residential, Commercial and
Commercial Elite (projects of $1
million or over) categories.

Commercial Grand Prize Winner – H.J. Martin and Son
The Dick Resch & Family Learning and Conservation Center, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

A

13,000 square-foot, $3.1
million event space and
nature-based 4-K school were
built at the Green Bay Wildlife
Sanctuary. Ceramic tile flooring
was used throughout the building
for both its durability and ease of

cleaning. Wood-look and pebble
tile was used on both levels. In the
event space, the pebbles create an
outline of the main floor while on
the lower level, the pebbles were
set to create natural pathways for
the children to use for wayfinding.

Commercial Elite Grand Prize Winner – David Allen Company
The Grand Bohemian Hotel, Charlotte, North Carolina.

T

his 17-story high-rise with
254 guestrooms used more

H.J. Martin and Son installed intricately-designed ceramic tile to
create natural barriers and wayfinding paths. The tile was selected to
match the plumage of local birds
for a natural effect. Architect and
General Contractor: Keller, Inc.

in guestrooms, bathrooms, and
throughout public spaces. The feathan 85,000 square feet of por- ture design included a cut-to-size
celain, glass, and mosaic tiles pattern of 700 uniquely shaped

Residential Grand Prize Winner – D.W. Sanders Tile & Stone
Contracting | Essence of Bliss, Atlanta, Georgia.

T

his Japanese-inspired
master bath with a tiled
soaking tub and recessed curbless shower uses traditional
installation methods to manage water, while keeping the
desired aesthetic that is both
restful and alluring to the eye.
Architect: Larraine Enwright;
General Contractor: Brookside
Custom Homes.

triangles designed to emulate a
“galaxy” flowing through the entry. This triangle pattern presented
the challenge of having many
small and sharply-pointed pieces
that would not be effectively installed individually. Instead, individual tiles were grouped into
“pods” that would allow larger
sections of the pattern to be installed in the field, As the tiles
were cut on the waterjet machine,
each piece was labeled to match
an overall key plan. Then, each
group of tiles in that pod was assembled offsite. Epoxy grout was

used to bond the pods together until they were set. Templates were
waterjet cut to ensure the perimeter
of each pod was perfectly accurate.
This complex project was artfully
orchestrated to finish with a beautiful and durable project. Architect:
Gensler; General Contractor: JE
Dunn.
NTCA is a leading trade association in the ceramic tile industry with more than 1500 members,
representing thousands of tile and
stone installers. Visit www.tileassn.com for more information.
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WE

NEED

IT

IT!
HAVE

YOU

*Freight charges may apply

Call 1-800-575-4401 or Order Online www.BBIndustriesLLC.com

Why clutter
your shop
when ONE
machine
does it all?
The Fab King cuts sink
holes, profiles edges,
drills holes, polishes back
splashes, and antiques,
polishes, or hones surfaces.

THAN
LESS
$

430/

MO

Item#
14141

ur
withaoncing*
n
i
f
easy

MADE IN THE USA

Distributed by:

www.BBIndustriesLLC.com u Sales: 800-575-4401 & 865-310-5416
RYE-Corp Customer Service: 865-988-3823

